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INTRODUCTION.

I

n 1924 I was enabled through the generous assistance
of the Norwegian Institute for Comparative Research
in Human Culture to go on n linguistic mi~sion t o the
north-western frontier of India and Afghanistan.
The object was to study the Aryan dialects on both
sides of the Indo-Iranian linguistic frontier. For thousands of years these two closely related groups of languages have beell in close contact in the Hindu Kush
and adjoining mountains ; invasions and expansions have
pushed the frontier-line, now towards the east, now towards
the west, and the border languages have largely influenced
each other, the result being very interesting deviations
from the ordinary Indian and Iranian types.
The languages on the Indian side belong to the socalled Dard group, many of them very imperfectly known,
and some absolutely nnknown. It was a much discussed
problem, whether they were completely Indian, or belonged
to an intermediate group, or were to be classed as Iranian.
Moreover, our knowledge of the Iranian languages in
question wae very limited. And further, with a view to
the inveetigation of the Caucasian languages planned by
the Institute, it was considered important that the Iranian
scholar who was eventually t o undertake the study of
Oasetic should previously have made himself personally
acquainted with Eastern Iranian languages connected
with that form of speech.
Altogether the Hindu Kush region appeared to be a
very promising field of investigation for the student of
comparative philology, who could here hope to come

across the last of the unknown Indo-European languages
wbich are still spoken.
Very fortunately the investigations initiated by the
Institute coincided with the beginning of a new era in
Afghanistan. King Amanullah Khan wished to open his
country to the influence of European civilization, and
for the first time it had become possible for a scholar
to pursue his investigations in the heart of Afghanistan.
His Majesty and his government supported my efforts
most liberally, besides treating me personally with conepicuous hospitality, and any results which the mission
may have yielded, are to a great extent due to the assistance of the Afghan authorities. It is my pleasant duty
and privilege to express once more the Institute's and
my own sincere gratitude to His Majesty for the enlightened interest he graciouely showed in the investigation
of the linguistic treasures of his country.
My position in Afghanistan was also rendered considerably eaaier by the personal letter of introduction to
the Amir from His Majesty the King of Norway, for
which I also desire to express my gratitude.
I arrived in Peshawar in February 1924, and spent
about six weeks there, practising Pashto with the excellent munehi Qazi Ahmad Jan, and studying the dialects
of the Afridis and other tribes.
At the beginning of April I proceeded to Kabul.
Here the government kindly accommodated me in the
superbly situated Harem Serai of Abdur Rahman in the
Bagh-i-Babur outside the city, and 1 stayed in Kabul
for about eeven months, till the end of October, except
for some short excursions for the purpose of linguistic
stndiee.
The rebellion in Afghanistan made it impossible for
me to reside in more outlying parts of the country, or
to get permission to penetrate into the unknown and
fascinating mountain fastnesses of Nuristan (Kafiristan).
But in a county like Afghanistan, where even the general
outline8 of the linguistic situation were to a great extent

unknown, i t was probably more profitable to stay in Kabul,
like a spider in the centre of the web, getting at least
a superficial view of the different languages spoken in
the conntry, than to bury oneself in a mountain valley,
concentrating upon the more thorough study of one single
dialect.
It may aafely be predicted that within a short space
of time several of the old languages of Eastern Afghanistan
will have succumbed to the influence of Persian, which is
constantly growing stronger through the centralization
of the government and the spread of education. Partly
they will be directly superseded by Persian, as in the
case of Ormuri. Partly the dialects will decay internally
through the overwhelming Persian influence. This seems
to be the case with North-Western Pashai, and with
Parachi. Even the Kafir languages, which till now have
been isolated, have a t length yielded to the levelling
influence of Islam, and the younger generation use a
good many Persian loan-words. Thus i t is to be feared
that much ancient Aryan linguistic material of great
interest will be lost, unless i t is soon rescued from
oblivion.
For pioneer work Kabul was undoubtedly the best
place to be found. People from the different tribes of
Nuristan, Kohistan and Badakhshan come down there as
traders or in search of work, and even the war was of
some use, inasmuch as i t led t o the assembly of recruits
in the Sherpur cantonments. It will be readily understood
that the task was not always an easy one. Even at its
best it is difficult and tedious work, though partially
relieved by comical interludes, to extract linguistic
information from such uneducated and easily wearied
individuals. And in a case like this, where I considered
it my duty to collect vocabularies and specimens from
tnany languages as possible within the short time a t
my disposal, I hope that a lenient view will be taken of
the errors and inexactitudes, not to mention lacunae,
which will be found in my materials.

It was only natural that many people in Afghanistan
should regard a linguistic investigator with mistrust, and
suspect him of having other than purely scholarly aims.
An old Pathan put it naively and bluntly, when he
said I was the son of "Kamnari Sahib" (Sir Louis Cavagnari, renowned in the Afghan-British war of 1879), who
had sent me to collect information about the languages
and customs of the border tribes, while he himself waited
with an army on the frontier! But the assistance of the
Afghan authorities helped me to a large extent to overcome these difficulties. I also met with, and shall always
remember with feelings of gratitude and affection, several
intelligent individuals from the hill-tribes, who trustfully
and cheerfully did their best to give me the fullest
information about their mother-tongues ; snd who seemed
at least to have a dawning comprehension of the object
of my mission: to trace, by means of the evidence of
language, the history of tribes for thousands of years
separated from, but nevertheless related to the "Firangis".
1 muet also mention that my Pathan servant from
Peshawar, Yasin Khan, always showed the greatest
energy in looking out for individuals who spoke strange
languagea.
At the desire of the Institute I returned via India,
collected some information about Pashai dialects amongst
the soldiers of the garrison in Jallalabad, and stayed for
a short time in Peshawar to make use of the opportunities
to get in touch with trans-border hillmen there. I n this
work I was materially assisted by the authority of my
kind host, Mr. B. C. A. Lawther, Superintendent of Police.
On the way down to Bombay I also had opportuiiities
of meeting Pathan traders of different tribes, and of
getting some scraps of informati011 about sonthern Pashto
dialects.
Before entering upon an account of the languages
studied, and a discu~sion of some of the main problems
connected wit'h them, it may be of use to give a brief
survey of the languages spolren in Afghanistan.

Probably a t l e a ~ t4/5 of the population of Afghanistan speak Iranian languages, chiefly Pashto and Persian,
the remaining Iranian dialects being spoken only by
numerically insignificant tribes. It is impossible t o ascertain the actual numbers who speak the different
languages; but there are probably about the same number
of Pashto-speaking people, as of Persian-speaking Parsivans,
Kizilbashis and Hslzaras. Nor does the migrations of the
nomads permit us to lay down fixed lines of demarcation
between the1 anguages ; but, generally speaking, the map
in LSI., Vol. X is fairly correct as regards the extension
of Pashto.
Balochi is spoken in the southern deserts, and, according to information received from German travellers, considerably to the north of the limit given on the map in
LSI., Vol. X, e. g. for several stages along the HeratKandahar road between Helmand and Khash Rud. I n
the north-east we find the Pamir dialects, viz. Minjani,
Ishkashmi and Zebaki l, Wakhi, Shughni and Roshani.
Ormuri is spoken in the Logar valley, and Parachi in
several villages in the Kohistan of Kabul. Possibly Kurdish.
ia still in use among some immigrants west of Rerat.
Of Indian languages we find Lahnda spoken by Hindus
who for hundreds of years have been settled in Eastern
Afghanistan as traders end bankers in the towns, and,
at least in the Koh-i-Daman diutrict, to a great extent
as horticulturists. Apart from having adopted many
Persian words, their dialect does not appear to present
many striking peculiarities. I n Kabul numerous recently
immigrated Sikhs speak Panjabi.
The chief indigenous Indian language is Pashai.
Higher up the Kunar river we find Gawar Bati. Possibly
ICalasha and Kh,otuar are a.lso spoken within Afghan
territory. The four Kafir languages are Kati, Waigeli,

' Rccriiits from Zebrrk and I~hkashmdenied the existence of any
Reparate langliege in them placeel Considering that Sir Anrel ;Stein
collected T~hknehmi material^ as late as in 1916, thie ehowa the danger
of relying on negntive information.

Ashkun and Prawn; and Tirahi is spoken south-east of
Jallalabad l.
If Armenian traders in Herat have still preserved their
native tongue, it is the only non-Aryan Indo-European
language spoken in the country.
The chief non-Indo-European language is Turki, spoken
in various dialects by Uzbeks, Sarts and Turkmens north
of the Hindu Kush. The governor of Mazar-i-Sharif
aseerted that some nomadic tribes t o the west of that
city still speak Arabic. While the Mongol Hazaras have
generally adopted a peculiar dialect of Persian, Mongoliarn
is still spoken by Taimanis about Rud-i-Gas and Adrasknnd
near Sabzawar (the villages of Mir Mana, Bedak, Hazi
Kah, Karez Sultan, P i r Surkh, Gaza and Chashma Khuni
were mentioned), and possibly also between Maimana and
Herat (acc. t o one of the secretaries of the Russian
legation). The Mongolian language does not cross the Indian
frontier as asserted in *Lea Langues du M o n d e ~ p.
, 224.
I do not know whether Brahui crosees the Afghan frontier near Kandahara, nor if any of the Caucasians
deported by Nadir Shah t o the region about Farrah still
retain their native language.
At any rate the language map of Afghanistan presents
a n extremely variegated picture, at, least twenty different
languages being spoken within the Amir's dominions.
A t the height of the Afghan empire, when i t included
Balochistsn, Sindh, Kashmir etc., and when, in addition
to several Indian languages, Brahui (Dravidian), Balti
(Tibetan) and Btcrushnski (of unknown origin) were spoken
within its borders, Afghanistan was actually the linguistic
centre of the Eurasian continent, and nearly all ite chief
families of languages were represented there.
It wee of courfle neither possible, nor the object of
the mission to study all these tongues; and there was no
opportunity or time to study all the Aryan languages.

' Also the Dome and Jatte are 8aid to posae~al~ngnageaof their own.
The map' attached to 8ykesJ "Hiatory of Per~ie",Vol. I1 plncea
Brahuis ~ o n t hof Helmand within Afghan territory.
I

On the Iranian side I concentrated upon Pashto, Parachi
and Ommuri, and collected some informatiou about Shughni
and Afghan Persian. Among the Indian languages I
secured a good deal of material about Pashai, K a t i and
Khowar; somewhat less about WaigeEi and Ashkun, and
very little about Prasun.

PERSIAN.
Persian is spoken by Parsivan and Tajik peasants in
most parts of the country, and by the majority of the
population of all towns, perhaps with the exception of
Kandahar. Even so far east as Jallalabad the population
in the immediate surroundings of the town speak Persian,
not Pashto, and Kabul is almost entirely Persian-speaking.
The Pers. dialect of Afghanistan is, even when spoken
by educated people, rather different from the modern
cIraniu of Persia, and Persian gentlemen told me that
they had some difficulty in understanding it during the
first weelis of their stay in Kabul. There do not seem
to be very important dialectal variations; but the Hazams
have some particularities in their language. Pashais,
Kafirs etc., when talking Pers., adapt the pronunciation
to that of their own langmges, e. g. a Pashai from Tagau
says ifid "memory" for yad, bzcpurab "sell" for bttftwoR
etc.; but as far a8 I know this is only the case with
people to whom Pers, is a foreign, acquired language '.
The points of difference between the Pers. of Persia
and of Afghanistan arc chiefly matters of phonology and
vocabulary, and to a less extent of morphology. The
old majhtil vowels are preserved, e always, even so far
west aa in Herrtt, ci generally, but with some variations
i one generally hears
according to the locality. Before
U , ii, e. g. mui "hair", .izii, ?iii "husband". The ii is yronounced either as u or aa a dark ci (like t'he Swedish).
I t never becomes u before nasals.

'

From Kafir8 1 heard pronuncintions such
znnart "hia own wife" : znn-i-ztcd ctc.

rr8

Btt~r''how" : citaul.;

The final -d in the 3 sg. of verbs is lost, and a t first
one is puzzled by forms like mega "he says": migfiyad,
meran "they go" : miravand. I n the preterital forms like
bud "he was" the d is preserved or becomes unvoiced
(kadam "I did", kat "he did": kardam, Lard). Very
peculiar is the t in metom "I give" : mideham, b i t i "give" :
bideh. It is found also in other eastern Pers, dialects,
and in the Kashan dialects. Possibly the lost h has
unvoiced the t (deh > dh > t). xu- is preserved, a t
least in some words: xvdr "siuter", xuciri ad is tress^, but
xau "sleep", xdindan "to sing" etc. m a and not man is
used for the personal pronoun 1 sg., and to denote toe
expressively one has to say muya or mii mardum.
The infinitive ends in -da, -tap e. g. kada "to do".
Either the n is lost as in i "this", bubi "look" buku
"do", or, the form is connected with the infinitivus apocopatus. As in Central Asian Tajiki etc. the 2 pl. ends in
-in, e. g. metin "you give"; but Kizilbashis in Peshawar
still say medehen.
Characteristic is also the formation of the future, e. g.
xdhad bugirum "I shall seize": xvuham girift. Hazaras
use forms like ma puxtagi "I have cooked", mu kardagi
"I have done".
There is a peculiar use of the suffix -vari in comparisons, e. g. az ma-vari "like me", and of kada
(<qadr?) to replace the missing comparative : az mii kada
kalun "bigger than I".
The vocabulary of Afghan Pers. has to a very small
extent born. from the old Ir. and Ind. tongnes, which it
has superseded, and the number of Psbt. words is also
negligible. These languages have also been considered
eocially inferior, and they are all, even inclrtding Psht.,
receding before Pers. Not a few Turki worcls are in
common use; but the great majority of loan-words, peculiar to the Pera. of Afghaniatan, are of Rindostani origin.

'

Ae birzur,q and pir have an exclneively religinaa significance,
nnd denote a saint, "great" nnd "old'' (of men) lrre now called kaldn
and videaf ed.

A suffix like -viiZa is freely used, and compounded with
Pers. words; one constantly hears words like belviila "spademan", or even xud-extiycirvlilii "an independent man".
I n some cases ancient words are still in use, which
have disappeared in ordinary Pers. Thus "daughter-in-lawH
is called sunu (Vullers sunah, sunhiir, Koran Comm., szcnuh,
Browne, JRAS., 1894, p. 472), a ~ d"husband's brother"
is (h)gvar (not in Vullers). This last word must be connected with Psht. Zivar, Skr. devara- etc., even if the
disappearance of the d- cannot be explained. The word
nnnii "husband'e sister" is also curious, reminding one
of Psht. naradror, Lahnda rcin& and other modern Ind.
derivatives of Skr. ~zanandr-.
Generally speaking the Pers., at least of Eastein
Afghanistan, is related to the Tajiki of Turkestan, and
seems to have been introduced from there, rather than
from Persia itself. The Badakhshi and Madaglashti dialects described in the LSI. and by Col. Lorimer (RAS.
Prize Publ. Fund, VI) are also very closely related to
the Pers. spoken in and about Kabul.
I have collected some texts, and various other information about Afghan Persian.

PASHTO.
The real Afghan language, Pashto, is probably spoken
by less than half the population of Afghanistan; but on
the other hand it is the language of the majority of the
inhabitants of the N. W. Frontier Province of India. I n
the towns of Afghanistan the children even of Durrani
families are adopting Pers., and among the pupils of the
French school in Kabul I found only a few boys who
understood Psht.
The official language of Afghanistan is Yers.; no Psht.
literature is produced; the old poets seem to be little
lrnown, and their divane are not printed and sold in the
bazar, as is the case in Peshawar.
The present king desires to introduce Psht. as an
official language in order to strengthen national feelhg,

and a learned committee, the Majlis-i-Pashto, has been
formed under the presidency of Sardar Muhammad Zaman
Khan, an uncle of the queen. I t s object is to publish
a Peht. grammar and a P e n - P s h t . dictionary, including
the necessary newly coined technical terms. It is to be
hoped that this dictionary which is intended to contain
words from all Psht. dialects with an indication of their
provenience and a transcription in Roman letters, will
be published within a reasonable time. I have recently
received information from the Sardar that the dictionary
is finished, and will be in four or five volumes, but has
not yet been printed.
There did not appear to be much enthusiasm about
the Pashto revival in Afghanistan. The fact is that,
while most Pashais, Kafirs, Turks, and probably very
many Afghans, know a little Pers., comparatively few
Parsivans etc. know Psht.; if they speak i t a t all, it is
often of an execrable kind ; e. g. one may hear sentences
like za paisd varkare ima " I have given him money",
with the passive and active constructions mixed up.
Certainly there are many more people in the country
who know a t least a little Pers., than there are who
know Psht. A11 instruction in reading and writing is
given entirely in Pers., and i t might be hard to break
the tradition which upholds Pers, as the official language.
Just as in India the Peshawar dialect is predominant,
and is influencing educated speech in other parts of the
Frontier Province, n modified Kandahar dialect is in use
among the higher claeses in Kabul. I even met an Orakzai
refugee who had adopted this form of Psht. The orthography used in Kabul is also based on Durrani pronunciation, and differs from the classical and Peehawar standard.
I studied the dialect of Peshawar with the munshi
Ahmad Jan, and with my servant Yasin Khan, a Khalil,
whose dialect however differed very little from ordinary
Yusufzai. I also wrote down tales from his dictation.
I n Peshawar I had an opportunity of working with
Afridis belonging to different tribes, and collecting stories

in their dialects. About the Ghilzai dialects I obtained
some information in Kabul, and I also questioned people
talking several other dialects.
The LSI. gives some impression of the dialectal
variety of Psht. which in reality is even far greater.
The Afridi dialect is not a t all homogeneous; there ia
a considerable difference between the speech of the
Malikdin Khel and the Zakha Khel, while e. g. the Kuki
Khel use the strange word dyti "we" (originally "these"?).
The Bangash of Kohat ia not the same as that spoken
in Upper Kurram, and the name Ghilzai covers a great
variety, not only of tribes, but also of dialects.
There is no absolute line of division between "soft"
and "hard" Pashto. I n southern dialects like Waziri and
Kandahari s' (&) is pronounced as a palatal s, e. g. s'at,
vist "201', and s
is pronounced somewhat further
back, but is not very different from English sh, e. g.
"stairs", ves'ta "hair". Both in Kandahar and in the
Mahsud dialect of Waziri the two sounds are quite
distinct. In his Waziri Grammar J. G. Lorimer makea
no distinction between "shel" ''20" and "sh,eZ" "stairs".
Among the southern Ghilzai tribes, such as the Sliman
(Sulaiman) Khel's, the s is pronounced with the tongue
retroverted very far back, and in northern Ghilzai dialects,
e. g. in Maidau, west of Kabul, and in Laghman, the
sound approaches x.
Finally, in the north-eastern dialects, like Afridi,
Yusufzai, 'Mohmand etc., s is not distinguished from x.
In a similar way we find g, y etc. as transitional stages
between the t of the South, and the g (.,.) of the North.
In the Yusufzai dialect the coalescence of s and x,
of and g, together with the transition of t to j and
of ts, clz to 3, z has eliminated several un-Indian sounds

(V)

' Even

in l'esllawar it ia considered more correct to pronounce
t.he ( t ) ~ ,(42 in tho eamc positioli aa the t, d, vix. mith the tongue
a~ninatthe edge of t,he upper teeth, not ngninst the back of them
8 s in the cam of ordinary 8, z, and perhaps with greater force of
nrticnlrttion. Rut the dislinction ie not generally observed.

from the phonetic system. Only x, z, y and s" which
have also t o a large extent been adopted in loan-worde
in Ind. languages, are allowed to remain.
Cerebrals are found, not only in Ind. loan-words, but
also in many words of uncertain origin, containing unIndian sounds like x or z. Also nasalized vowels are
used l. And the pronunciation of n?. also agrees with
the conditions in Lhd., where n becomes - I., - just as ii
becomes j (e. g. s23j "waste" < sunya-, &jay "intelligence" <sujfifina-). That in Psht. also 7 is secondarily
developed from n, is shown by the word r i r (rii~zr)
"bright",
where the p originally contains no r, but is derived from
*zn <~ g n .It seems probable that this anticipation of the
nasalization in which the transition from n into '-r consists, is due to Ind. influence.
Thus Psht., and especially the Peshawar dialect, has
been largely lndianized in its phonetic system; but it is
worthy of note that it has entirely rejected the aspiration
of consonants.
The extent of the Ind. influence upon Psht. vocabulary
and phraseology will be easily realized on comparing the
LSI. specimens of Kohat Psht. and Kohat Hindki.
The Ind. loan-words in Psht. are generally drawn
from modern Hindostani or Lahnda (in contrast with the
remarks of Darmesteter : Chants Populairee, p. XVI,
the latter source is by far the more abundant). A few
loanwords are derived from an Ind. language in an
earlier stage of development, or from some Dard dialect.
E. g. 2a.sta "rod, stick" (Hind. lutha),
"lip" (Tirahi
knda), w.u" "poison" (Kati via+),parG "rock" (Kati par.;;
"mountain") etc.
But the problem of the antiquity of the connection
between Peht. and Ind. will be more conveniently discussed below.
'-

' According to Ahmad Jan a word like rn6n.g "we" is actually
probahly
pronounced mgq; hut to my ear it sounded more like
111
the
Rame
with nasfilization only of the latter pnrt of the vowel.
may rtrmr "blind" is more exact than rEr.

Here I shall only mention one of the many questions
connected with Psht. phonology. It is well known that
the Ir. sound which is generally considered to have been
an a, is, when accentuated, often represented in Psht. by
6 , and Ir. "a" by a or a (m6r "mother" < *ma8r-, pliir
"father" <* pitar-, las " l o < dasa-). But scholars who,
like Professors Andreas and Wackernagel, suppose t h a t
the Ir. vowels in question were pronounced 6 and o, also
claim the Psht. 6 in support of their view, just as they
think they have evidence in the modern Pers. pronunciation
of "a1' as d or 6. W e have seen, however, that t,he Afghan
Pers., which is very archaic in its vowel system, generally
has a or &, and the timbre of Psht. 6 can be shown t o
be of a secondary nature.
Correrjponding to the 6 of literary Psht., and of most
dialecta, we find Afridi a or d (between 6 and 0). Waz. 0,
and Bannuchi e, and corresponding to a we find Afr. G,
Waz. and Bann. 6. Instead of lit. Psht. a other dialects
often have a or 5. (Afr. ?n0r, pldr, Zas, Bann. nzer, plor, las).
If we start from a, a, the transition of u to o is
easily explained, and has many parallels. Nor does the
lengthening of a in certain positions lead to any difficulties. Especially in languages where original a has
moved towards 6 this secondary lengthening can take
place without disturbing the system, and both in Shgh.
and Par. we find ii < a besides &, 6 < a. Similarly the
further development of o to a, a.nd with dilabialization
to E (in the same dialects where z i becomes i ) can be
understood, as well as the renewed lengthening of a.
If, on the other ha,nd, we try to explain the different
forms as due to an original 6, o, we are bound to presume
that, 6 being preserved in literary Psht., o developed into
a and t i according to the accent. Then in Afr. and Waz.
this d was again lowered down and rounded to d , 0.
Evidently this is the more complicated explan at'ion.
1 may add that Psht. a is nearer to the normal
"continental" a, than to the English u with which it is
generally compared.

SHUGHNI.
The materials collected about Shughni do not call for
remarks of a general nature. They were obtained from
persons talking somewhat diverging dialects, partly from
Biigd'r near Kala bar Panj, on the Afghan side of Amu
Darya, and partly from different places on its eastern
tributary, the Ghund river, in Russian territory, or, as
one of the men expressed it "in your country" (da zamin-eBimii, na da zamin-e-MusulmSin). The language is called
Sa'yni, or also Xa'zni.
It may be noticed that p and k, but apparently not
t, are, a t any rate in Basbar, often strongly aspirated,
e. g. phints "5", phurg "mouse", k'hiil "head", k'hic "belly".
I n the Ghnnd dialect we find vb, not vd <ft, e. g. in Gvb "7".
After a n v, s and g are pronounced with a marked
rounding of the lips. Two frictions are heard simultaneously, one of B, g, and one of cp, w ; e. g. giisvt "meat",
yuz7" "ear". I n LSI. u.?vydr "sensible" is written ufyar,
and nwiz7"jt "was dead" muvjat. Probably the word which
1 have written uwj "kidney", is also pronounced with
aw, and must be derived from *nytka-, as euzWj"made"
from *krt(a)ka-.

ORMURI.
The dialect of Ormuri (&mul.;) which is spoken i a
Wsziristan near Kaniguram (Kdnigrd'm) is known through
Sir George Grierson'e excellent analysis of Ghulam
Muhammad Khan's Qawfiid-i-Bargistii (LSI., Vol. X and
Mem. ASB., VII, 1). The Logar dialect had only been
treated in R short vocabulary (Leech JASB., VII, pp.
727 ff., and copied by Raverty, JASB., XXXIII, 267 ff.).
I n Kabul I was told by people who knew t,he Logar
valley well that Ormuri waa no longer spoken in Baraki
Barak, the ancient headquarters of the Ormur tribe. Even
a, man said to be from this actual village denied the
existence of any epecial language in his native place.
But finally, after considerable difficulties, I got hold of

on old man from Baraki Barak, who was said t o be one
of the few persons still speaking pure Ormuri. H e
worked with me for about a week, but could not be
induced to stay longer away from his home. At that
time the rebel tribes had invaded the Logar valley, and
it was impossible for me to proceed to Baraki Barak. I
also met in Kabul men of the younger generation from
Baraki Barak who knew a little of their ancient language.
But it is apparently being rapidly superseded by Pers.
find Psht., and even the pronunciation of Orm. words
has been influenced by Psht. E. g. the old man still
said zli "heart", but the young ones z y i .
At Butkhak people said they belonged to the Ormur
tribe; but they were all Pashto-speaking, and I met with
no one there who knew any Orm.
I did not hear anything about Ormurs living in Ghorband,
Bamian or Kunduz l. There were said to be Ormurs near
Peshawar, but all Pashto-speaking (cf. LSI., p. 123).
My informant, Din Muhammad, did not know the
iiarne "Bargist~" of his own language. But according
to him the Ormur tribe are descended from the two
brothers Mir-i-Barak and Mir-i-Barakit, who came from
Baryaman (Yemen) into Turkestan, the former being
buried in Anxoi (Andkhui) and the latter in Mazar-i-Sharif.
Mir Yiizuf was the son of Mir-i-Barakat. H e also said
that the Ormurs were Sayyids.
I do not think these traditions are much more valua,ble
than those which make the Pathans Israelites, the Baloches Syria,ns, the &bin Pashais Quraishis, the Chitralis
descendante of Alexander's deported prisoners, the Bashgalis the poorer brethren of the Englishmen, the Kunar
tribes Germans (due to a confusion between Pers. nimca
"Germany", and nimca "newly converted K d r " ?), or the
Gurkhas and Burmese Hazaras. Nor is the tradition
rendered more credible by being connected with Mahmud
Ghasnavi (Leech 1. c., and Elphinstone, Caubul, I, p. 41 1).
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Solomon, Alexander, Ali, and Mahmud are the four historical personages to whom the popular fancy generally
attributes all important events of the past. The tradition
about the Ormurs being descended from the Kurds, mentioned by Elphinstone (1. c.), cannot be identified with
the one which makes them Arabs from Yemen, and
cannot be upheld without the support of linguistic facts,
a question which will be discussed below.
On the other hand Bellew (Journal of a Mission t o
Afghanistan, p. 63 f.) mentions a tradition, according to
which the Orakzai, Afridi, Mangal, Waziri, Khatak,
Khogiani tribes of the Pathans are of Or~nuriorigin.
Bellew also mentions that the Ormurs were described as
having been fire-worshippers, and as observing peculiar
religious ceremonies. Once a week they congregated for
worship, men and women together, and a t the conclusion
of their devotions the priest extinguished the fire they
worshipped, and a t the same time exclaimed "Or mur",
meaning in Paht. "dead, extinct fire" (or ma?.).
This fanciful etymology cannot, of course, be accepted.
I n fact, if, as I hope t o demonstrate, the Orinurs represent
the remnants of the original Iranian population of the
country, and if, as stated in the LSI., p. 123 the word
ikmur was a t least originally used only by their Pathan
neighbours, it might be derived from "uryamgtya- "Aryan
man", which would regularly reault in ormu? according
to Peht. phonetical laws. I n that case we must euppose
that the real Orm. form which we ehould expect to be
something like *,2rmul, had been auperseded by the form
which the word had taken among their more powerful
neighbours, the Pathans. It does not seem impoaaible
that "Gryamgtya- might be used an a designation of nn
Aryan tribe, cf. the name which the Pinno-Ugrian Wotjaks
uee about themselves: urt-mart (<" y t a - m ~ t y n"true men",
v. Jacobsohn, Iranier und Ugrofinnen, pp. 193 ff.).
What is told about the extinguishing of the lamps,
reminds us of the slanders tolcl by their neighbours about
the diereputable festivals of Yeziclis, Druses and other

sects of Western Asia. But there may be this nucleue
of truth in the tradition, that the Ormurs have kept their
old Iranian religion for a comparatively long time.
I n this connection may be mentioned that the Orm.
word for "to read" his'tak, part. pret. f. his'kl, 1 sg. pres.
havam, 2 sg. viv etc., is derived from Av. aiwi-ah- "to
study, read", part. pret. "aiwi-bta-. But the detailed dcmonstration of the phonetical relation between the Av.
and the Orm. words must be reserved for the fuller
account of Orm. which I intend to give. It is interesting
to note that this word, which has been preserved only in
Orm., is a technical term of Zoroastrian theology.
The Logar dialect of Orm. contains several old words
not found in the Kaniguram dialect. Regarding phonetics,
the chief difference between the two dialects is, that in
Logar s' has been preserved in many cases where it has
become s in Kaniguram, e. g. Log. yvd& "grass", Ran.
yviisi. On the other hand the Logar dialect has given
up the distinction between s and sf, e. g. Kan. srG "3",
sah "6", but Log. s0, st?. Kan. sgsr "red" has been assimilated to Log. i'u;. This process seems to be quite recent,
as Leech, whose vocabulary is based on the Log. dialect,
has "szigha" (Leech employs gh to denote s in "icgll"
"camel": zis, and in gha "night" : so).
The complicated formation of verbal stems has been
considerably simplified in the Log. dialect, and in many
verbs all forms come from one stem only. While the

' hZRtnlc < *ai~cli-8thka-,hZkk < *nitoi-9takci-. Cf. hntnk "to abandon"
< 'ha.itrikn-, f . hbtk < lzjJ4tak6-; bvdk ,,to give" < 'bnztcikn-, I.baynk
< 'baxtnku-; dlcewdk "to milk" < dnwintcika-, f. dlck < +dlcSk (as vylck
"dry" < hu.tkn ) < 'dnziAntnk6-, d c m k < 'dnu.S:litakZ-.
< +a-hmnrnpatcika- f. nmarnvak < '6-hncnrnpcitakd- (but amarayak formed nn the analogy
of amaray?k) etc.
I cannot here ent'er further into the question of the con~plicnted
effecto of t,he ~ c c c n tin Orm. FTert?, no more than in Psht., Meillet's
and Oanthiot'3 t,heory nbout the Ir. accent~lntion explnins the whole

ito oat ion.

Kan. dialect is full of Waziri Psht. words, the Log.
dialect has chiefly adopted Pers. loan-words.
The main questions regarding the Orm. language and
its relation to other Tr. tongues, will be more conveniently
discussed in connection with Parachi.

PARACHI.
Parachi (Parhci) is a t present spoken in the Hindu
Kush valley of Shutul, north-east of Charikar, in Ghujulan
in Nijrau rand in Pachaghan. There is a tradition that
the people of Shutul came from Tagau some generations
ago; but on the other hand it is also said, perhaps not
without some foundation in fact, that Panjshir was formerly inhabited by Parachis. The Faraii tribe is also
mentioned as living in the vicinity of Parwan, whicb is
quite near to Shutul, 'in the 16th century (Marquardt,
Eraniahr, p. 287). The tribe is mentioned by Babur
(transl. Leyden and Erskine, ed. King, I, p. 224 f.) as
having a separate language, by Elphinstone (Caubul, I, p.
413) as "the Puraunchehs, another class of Hindkees",
and Masson (Travels in Baluchistan etc.) mentions "Paraunchi" as n language which is spoken by a few families
in and near Panjshir.
Sir George Grierson (note to Babur 1. c.) explains the
name as "Prachi", "Eastern", denoting s 1angua.ge of
Eaetern India brought to Kabul through the Purbyas.
Now that we know the Parachi language to be Ir., it
seems better to derive it from Skr. paruci-, f . of parafic"averted, distant, outside of", the gender being determined
through one of the feminine words for "language". paraficmight ewily mean "western" just as pratyafic-, even if
the word is not found in this sense in Skr., and would
be a very suitable name for the Paehais and other Irldirtns
to give to their nearest Iranian neighbours. I t is also
possible that the name may be connected with Psht.
parii(n)ca "a mercer, draper, cloth-merchant1',Waziri paraca,
paroca "a Hindu convert to Muhammedanism", "name of

a caste", a word which may originally have denoted some
pre-Pathan community.
In the Paghman district, some fifteen miles west of
Kabul, there is a village called Parachi, which has possibly preserved the name of its former inhabitants. W e
shall consider below the linguistic evidence which points
to a wider extension of Parachi in ancient times.
It has not been possible to ascertain the number of
Parachi-speaking people. One informant asserted that
only about one hundred persons used this language, another
calculated that there was that number of Par. houses in
Shutul. A third mau said that his tribe inhabited 400
houses in Shutul, and 600 in Nijrau and Tagau, and a
man from Ghujulan supposed that there were one hundred
Par. families there.
I first heard of Par. being still spoken from a SathaPashai, who said that in this language "I eat bread1'
was called nayDn xareman, and "I drink water" a u tgreman. This information made i t clear that I was on the
track of an unknown Ir. language, and tereman was
reminiscent of Orm. trim. After some difficulties, including an attempt made by an old rogue to impose the
north-western dialect of Pash. upon me as Par., I succeeded in getting hold of Mahmad Ghani from Shutul,
"a, shepherd of considerable stupidity" (to quote Sir G.
Griersons words about the Pras. informant of the LSI.).
I n the autumn of 1924 I worked with Ghulam Maheuddin and the local poet Tabakkal Shah, who cnme to
Kabul with the recruits collected from the Kohistan of
Kabul. They were also from Shutul, and were both of
them intelligent, and very keen on teaching me their
mother-tongue. They could read and write Pers., and
even tried to write down songs in Par. It was valuable
to be able to compare my own phonetic notation of their
narra,tives with the written texte. They said that one
book written in Par., and conta,ining legends about Ali,
existed in Shutul; but it was impossible to get hold of
this specimen of Par. literature.

In Kabul I also worked for a few days with a man
from Ghnjulan in Darra-i-Ghosh in Nijrau, who spoke a
somewhat different dialect, and for a short time in Peshawar
with a Pachaghani. The dialectal difference is not great.
In Shutul we find a, 6, where the other dialect has a.
As Par. is not previously known, I shall preface the
discussion of its linguistic position whith a summary review
of the chief phonetic featuree of the language.
Generally speaking the vowels have been well preserved, and have not been influenced by the accent to
the same extent as in most of the neighbouring Ir.
languages. W e find i-umlaut in words like mehi "month"
<"muhya-; men "middle, waist" < *madhyana-, m e "mail"
< "martya-, mer- "to kill" < "mt~raya-, mer- "to die"
< *mrya-, xer "hay" <"xvarya-, ker "work" < *kLZrya-.
A short, accentuated a becomee 0 : j0 "killedll <jata-,
sd "100" < sata-, sOr "head" < sarah-, sahek "hare"
< saha-ka-, nayon "bread" : Bal. nagan etc.
ti becomes i : dhi "smoke" < "duta-, ni "to-day" < *n4.
au becomes ti: gii "ear" < "yaus'a-, gti "cow" < *gau, rtic
"day" < "raucah-, but i before n : rhine "light" <*rauxha-.
ava becomes 8: nd "9", "new" <nava-, 20 "barley <yava-,
@1' "4" < *cuvar- < c a h a r - .
I n the same way ai becomes i: ix "ice" < "aixa-, yi
"willow" < "vaiti-, hi "bridge" < "haitu- ; aya or aya becomes e: sey "shade" < *sayaku-, pe "milk" (payah-, ex
"egg" < *u(v)yaxa- (or -aka-).
Like the Western l r . languages, Par. has initial voiced
stops, and not spirants, e. g. gai "cow, ear", girzB "hair"
< *gatma-, gir "stone" < *gyi-, dandn "tooth" <dantan-,
dtic- "to milk" < "dauc-, bi "he tvas" < buta-, best "bound"
<basta-,jan- ''to kill4',jinc "wife" <jani-, jir "bow-string",
Av. jyu-.
Intervocalic k, g become y :
"dog" < spaka-,
mayas "fly", cf. Phl. makas, riyun- "to dress" < *u-gund-,
Ztiy "yoke" <*yau,qn-. -c- is preserved: pet- "to cook"
(pacya-, stein "needle1', cf. Bal. szccin. Wc find -2- in
kc "egg", iz ,,ice", j n w "face", yiz "root", cf. Pers. hex.
"
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Intervocalic t, d are lost: mi2 ,,mother" <mat& ti "mulberry", cf. Pers. ttit, sunh "washed1' <slwcta-, pci "foot"
(parla-, duds "12" < dvadasa-. -p-, -b- are represented by
-v- : xovdn "shepherd" <*fi'u-pins-, xavdn "night" <xi'apan-,
clvuy "he brought", cf. Pers. avurd (but ciri "he brings1',
Pers. arad).
y- becomes E : z'fi "I", cf. Psht. yau, Minj. yti; Z i
"irrigation canal", Anc. Pers. yauwiya-; z'tiy "yoke".
v- becomes y- : yury "wolf" <y k a - , yan "oak" <vann-,
yas0 "calf" <vatsa-, vi- has resulted in yu- : yus "house"
<uis-, yui't "20" <*visati, yun- "to find" <*vind-, yzq-z-ev"to pour out" <*vi-hrz, yirdn "desolate'' is probably borr.
from Pers. usran c< Pehl. aperun. Internal -v- has been lost in
rhds- "to fly" <frd-vaz-, paric- "to shake a sieve" < *parivie-, cf. Shgli. parwiz-.
(5); and xu become x : xir0 "sweet", cf. Pers. Grin;
xavdn "night", xovdn "shepherd", xi "6" <zs'ai(?), yax
"voice" < vaxi'a-; xar- "to eat" < xvar-, xQm "sleep"
<xuafna-, xu "self" < xca-, x i ,,sisterw<xvaha (3).
Postvocalic 8'ist lost: xi "6", gti "ear, espo ,,lousey'< spii-.
h is preserved both as a n initial and interaally: hot
"7" <hafta-, hogku '(dry" <hugka-, mah0k "moon" <mah-,
nhin-, nhas't "to sit" < *ni-had-.
Regarding the treatment of groups of consonants only
a few important instances need be mentioned here.
nt, nd become n : pancin "road" (Av. panti-, acc. sg.
pankinam), yun- "to find", ciyun- "to dress", j a n ~"living"
(cf. Pers. zinda, Kashan janda).
st remains in sonle cases : b ~ s "bound",
t
ciyust "dressed",
T M . "high"
~
(Pers. rustan "to grow"), but becomes i t in
the vicinity of on ancient i in yudt "20", "thrown",
nhadt "he sat".
. ~ and
t ft become t : dzct "daughter", pharcit- "to sell"
(<*para-t~axta-),
hot "7", rut "swept" (Pers. ryftan), and
the same is the case with rxt, rJt : nuit "killed" (<'marxta-,
Av.marak-),hrt "heardV(<*harfta-),ghit "seized" (< *grfta-).
rSt reaults in f in p8t (Av. parsti-). Of n&- "to take
out", and hupgr "to dig" (a Pnsh. loan-word)with 1.cr d , rt,

the past forms are not, hupot; but these may be secondary formations. ut "bear" is difficult t o explain, we
cannot well consider it t o be an Ir. *@a-. I n other cases
like d b r "aeen" (< *duhr < dyita-), nhomur "forgetful"
(<*ni-mrs'ta-), t h ~ r"he drank" (<*trita-, cf. Orm. tatak),
th0r "hole", tdr- "to bore", cf. Skr. trd-, r i t seems to
have resulted in * h ~ h-r.
,
r t and r d become y : mur "dead" (Av. marata-), bur
"carried" (Av. barata-), vdrun "flour" (Av. aSYa-, Pers. ard),
yurok "small child" (Pashto vrzikai), zuy "heart" (Av.
zarad-), stir "year" (Av. sarad-), pardsuy "last year" (Skr.
parut-, Wakhi pard). ma@ "soft" (Skr. mrdw).
I n kan- "to do" r n has become n, as in most Iranian
languages. But cf. s'uyzbr "porcupine" (Av. sukuruna-,
Pashto ik&, Pers. sugar).
In in and similar combinations s' is lost, but the initial
consonant of the word is aspirated, e. g. thdna "thirsty"
(Av. tarha-), rhine "sun, light" (Av. raoxs'na-).
3-r becomes s' in {i "3" (Av. &ago), pus' "son" (Av.
p k a - ) , deS "scythe" (Skr. datra-, Pers. d&), ca3~8ts
(Nijran dial.) "three days ago" (Av. cahu-), cf. also Jicak
"female" (Av. stri-, Pashto sadza), bdu' "rope" (<"bastra-,
Pashto vas). (Cf. Sangsari puBar "father", ~ C R"3").
fr becomes rh- in rhaydm "spring (season)" (<*fragama-,
cf. Pashto vaqumai "a kid", Yidg. firyumo), and in rh4z
"to fly" (*fra-vaz-). I n ruc "flea" (*jruc-) I heard no
aspiration. -fr becomes -rp in yarp "snow".
x r is only found in surkhu "red" (Av. suma-) and
tarku "bitter" (Pehl. taxr).
The only instance of the treatment of gr-, yr- is the
loen-word rhus' llhalf rupee" (Turk. y(u)rud "piastre",
"Groschen"). Diya "brother" has probably been influenced
by Afghan Persian biyadar.
As will have been observed, Par. phonetics poaseae
one very characterietic feature, viz. the aspiration of
occlusives under certain conditions. The details are not
always easy to explain, and the aspiration does not appear
in all cases where we should expect it; but i t seeme clear

that the aspiration is developed when a spirantic element
is lost in a group of consonants, and is generally thrown
back on the initial. Cf. pic- "to cook", ph0k "he cooked"
(<*paxva-, Pashto p6x), gur- "to ~eize",ghit "he seized"
(<*grfta-), thci- "to cut" (Av. tag-), l h a n ~"mooth, slippery"
(Pers. laxiidan "to slip", Skr. siraksna- < slaksna-),and the
words mentioned above: pharcit- "to sell", dh0y "he saw",
rhine "sun", thdna "thirsty". I n dhi "smoke" (< *dkb
< Av. dzita-), chi "he went" (< *cib < *ciyuta-), dhai- "to
give" (Av. daba-), phye "wet" (<pib- < Skr. pita-) the
voiced dental spirant has caused the aspiration. But cf. dut
"daughter" < *duxtii, bi "he became" < buta-. I n loanwords we find a similar development: khar "anger" < Pers.
qahr, mhemdn "guest" < Pers. meltmiin.
With this transposition of the spirantic element we
may compare Yazg. 9392 "fire" < *tafna- (Gauthiot, JA.,
1916, p. 253) and parallel developments in other Pamir
languages and Sak. (e. g. thatau "quickly" < *taxtakam,
v. also Reichelt, Indogerm. Jahrbuch, I). But when the
result in Par. is an aspirate and not a spirant, it is
certainly due to Pash. influence l .
Also the initial aspirate in kltan- "to laugh" (Psrs.
xandidan) seems to be due to Pash. influence. Another
example is khdr "donkey", which may, however, be a Pash.
loan-word. Probably Par., as most other Ir. languages, had
originally x-, just as i t has -z- in mux etc. I n surkh "red"
also the kh is secondary, as kr could not directly become
khr, rkh, but must have passed through the stages xr, YX.
As a matter of course Paeh. loan-words have kept
their aspiration; indeed the aspiration is stronger and
more audible in Par. dh&r "mountain" than in Pash. dluir.
We even find aspiration in Par. in ceses where it has
been loet in Pash., e. g. in dh&i "beard", Pesh. duri
<dahr.l. But also in other respects Pash. seem^ to have
influenced Par.

'

A similar tran~position i~ occasionally found alao in Ind. InnRnegeu, D ~ r d nncl othera. Cf. e. g. Maharashtri ghEtiuna "to ueize"

< *ghrptum < *gfhlr-.

The transition y <k also reminds us of Pash., and
the development from s'- to x-, while Bt remains, agrees
with north-western Pash. (Par. i0 "barley", xi "6", ~ s ' t
"B", Kohnadeh Pash. iui, xii, asta). Further the treatment of intervocalic occlusives is the same as in Pash.
(loss of dentals, preservation of c, transition of p, b to v),
but different from that found in any other Ir. language.
The morphologicaJ systems of the two languages are
very similar. It is only necessary to mention a few
striking instances here. The opposition between Par. si
"it is" (inanimate), h$, a "it, he, she is" (animate), corresponds to that between Pash. si- and (h)a. I n Par., as
in north-western Pash., the definite present is formed with
t , e. g. Par. davitii hem "I am running", Pash. davetim,
Par. kantii "he is doing", Pash. katG, Par. jantti "he is killing", Pash. hantii. Cf. also the Par. affixed -van8 "towards"
with Pash. -van. I n these cases also Par. has certainly
borrowed from Pash.
The number of Paah. loan-words in Par. is large. The
following are only a few of them:
burtc "deaf" : Pash. (Laur.) bora; dev&s "day" : Pash.
(Laur.)duvas; hepgas "neighing" : Pash. (Kohnadeh) hipgas;
khuri "heel": Pash. (Kohn.) khuri; kgtfm "lame": Pash.
(Laur.) kuta ; mcivul "mother's brother" : Pash. (Kohn.)
maulii ; papa lung" : Pash. (Laur.) papu ; p h ~ r"grain" :
Pash. (Laur.) phul; 8&p "curse": Pash. (Laur.) gap ; s"oy
"stair": Pash. (Laur.)
(cf. Hindi sirhi, Kaehin. h ~ r ) ,
tcirdni "wild rose" : Pash. (Laur.) tarani; uc "bear" : Pasha
(Ozbin) B e , vds' "rain" . Pash. (East) vai.
I n some cases the Par. words are borrowed from
olcler forms of Pash. E. g. dh@i "beard": Pash. dari,
l i v ~ n"ghee" : Pash. (Laur.) lou, Waig. grawi, 91"iit)a(<ghrtavat-). Words like mdnei' "man", hyci '(sky" (Shina aga'i),
~ ) i l"time, while", rahe ,,rice1', ,4ra~rl "lip, mouth" are
probably also of Pash: origin, even if the words are not
found in my Pash. materials and are probably not used
in Pa&. any more.
Some words remind us of Lhd. and the languages

of the Indian plains and may have been, either directly
or indirectly, borrowed from there. E.g. hat, ha&i "bone":
Lhd. had& but Pash. atha; matta "dirt, mud" : Lhd. mat
"alluvial deposit", Psht. matta "clay, but Pash. (Ozb.)
m i t r "clay" (< Skr. marttika-?); darak '"ape":
Lhd.
drakh, but Pash. (Kohn.) daxka; cat0 "white", Lhd. citta.
Indian, but of unknown origin, are bdn0 "arrow":
Skr. bana-; buch- "to see": Panj. vekh-, Kashm. wuc-, Tirahi bic-. Moreover words like dharam "earth", and many
others, appear to be Indian.
A very interesting word is kdne "blind". I n Pash.,
Torwalak, Kashm., and in the languages of the plains
some derivative of Skr. andha- is used for "blind1', and
Lhd. kii6, Kashm. k h U means "one-eyed", just am Skr.
k@ta-. I n Waig., GB., Garwi and Shina we find words
whicb probably are derived from Skr. *Si-rta-, cf. sima"broken, injured" (used about parts of the body: Oclanta-,
.'"pfida-, szrsan.), e. g. Waig seye, Garwi Bahr, Shina sevo
(<*Srita-).But Khow. kiinu, Kati kGrt, Ashk. bra denote
"blind1'. Now it is very improbable that ktina- has ever
been in use in the sense af "blind" in Pash. which has
preserved andha-. Accordingly we must conclude that
the Par. word has been borrowed from Western Kafiri
or Khow. At present Pash. is the only Ind. language
with which Par. is in touch; but probably the Paah.
expansion, which haa encircled the Parachis of Nijrau
and Tagau, is of comparatively late date, rtnd the Par.
have formerly bordered upon the Kafirs in Panjshir or
Kohistan. The dental ~tin kdne may also, as in bdnd, be
a sign that the word waa borr. at a time when Par. had
not yet been sufficiently subjected to Ind. influence to
adopt the cerebral sounds.
In the light of this word we may also mention Par.
dhnma "wind": Waig. dam;, Ashk. doma; Par. d y a r
"dance" : Waig. vegar "play".
Between Par. bumburti
"thunder" and Khow. bumb~cred,bfirnburud' the similarity is
too striking to be accidental, although it is generally dangerous to draw conclusions from such onomatopoetic words.
0

On the other hand, there are also tracee of Par.
influence upon Kafiri. Waig. zaya, Ashk. zaga, zaga "son"
must be borr. from Par. z&ya. Are also Waig. vaiip,
iJpi "buttermilk" borr. from Par. vaspe, which seems to
contain Par. pG "milk"? Also in Pash. we find a few
words which may be of Par. origin. Par. gur- (gurum,
ghitom) means "to seize", and the formation of the stem
shows that i t is zl true Ir. word (gur- < *grba-, cf. Minj.
yarv-). Now in Pash. we also find gur- "to seize", which
cannot be derived from Skr. gra(b)h-,grb(h)na-. The genuine
Pash. form is perhaps found in a verb which means "to
learn" : Zein-, Zeihen- < "grihn- < grhn- (hiiyya sabiix ni
leiggu hdt'c "he had not learnt the lesson by heart",
hciryiii sabiix leihentic? "have you learnt the lesson by
heart 3").
It is also possible that the root par- "to go", used
only in the present stem both in Par. and Pash., may
be of Ir. origin, cf. Waziri Psht. paredal "to run". 18
also Pash. har- "to hear" borr. from Par. harv-?
A t any rate it is clear that the connection between
Par. and the rleighbouring Ind. languages is of no recent
date, and this fact is of importance when we try to define
the position of Par. within the whole range of Ir. languages.
Before doing so, we have t o peel off a thick layer
of Pers. loan-words. But generally these are easily recognizable, even when they have been adapted by popular
etymology, as khdrabuj "melon" ("donkey-goat" ! < Per&
xarhtiza), or kh~ragri"hare" <Pers. ~ar~96.6,
besides which
we also find the original Par. s a h ~ kand the recent loanword xargdd.
With Orm. Par. shares the development of v > ~ ( t u ) .
There is aleo a resemblance between the development of
8-r in Par. s', Orm. .rr, ,:. But in Orm. a similar change
has also affected fr (,yramot "forgetful" < *framr.?ta-, Log.
~ O S"snow" < 17nfra-), and x r (fiydk "to buy" < xri-7
*ti.?' "red" < sz~xra-). The initial stage of this development is perhaps found in AOPO = a 4 b 'fire" < a h 0
on Indo-Scythian coins. Cf. also the development of

in Orm. into t (pat "back" < priti-), and, at least in
certain circumstances into Par. t (p0t "back").
The morphology of the two languages is rather different. This is only what we should expect, as they probably separated before the break down of the old Ir.
inflectional system, and the building-up of a new one.
The vocabulary however presents many points of agreement. I shall mention only a few striking examples:
Par, andarf- "to sew": Orm. undarav-, cf. Wakhi dww-,
Skr. drbh-;
Par. rii "iron": Orm. r6, Skr. loha- also "iron", but Pers.
r6i, Bal. 1-6d etc. only "copper";
Par. dherz- "to load, put on one's back": Orm. daz- "to
load", cf. Psht. leal "to load", IZgdal "to send", but
Av. daraz- "to fasten";
Par. nep, n0t- "to take out" I : Orm. rzavar-, nava.lflk.
Par tgr-, th@. "to drink": Orm. tr-, tatak. I n both languages the present stem is *tor-, but the past tr8-t-.
tori-, "to be dry, thirsty" could easily acquire the meaning "to drink"; but tr- I cannot explain2.
Par. zamci "winter" : Orm. zemak, but e. g. Psht. Pimai,
08s. zznzag.
We may also note
Par. gap-&r "fireplace" (61. "fire"): Orm. gap "stone".
Par. milzdut "apricot": Orm. matat.
But these words have not the appearance of being
old inherited words.
If Par. and Orm. are, as it appears, nearly related,
the question as to whether they belong to the easteru or
western group of I r . languages must be treated as one
connected problem.
We have seen that the Ormuris possess traditions
concerning a western origin, which, however, do not seem

'

From 'ni-bar-. The preaellt stem w n a chnngrd illto ' n i - v ~ I .>
thmngh the itlfluence of the past part. ' n i bjstn- > 'nictb/--.
Then a ~econdarypmt part,. mnR formed: 'niou1.-t > ?zllf.
I also heart1 I'nr. tljer-, wllirh I ~ R Yhe derived from ' f r i - , just
a8 kher-ea- "to pick 1113'' from k,rS-. Rut the Orm. form cnn hardly
explained in this mny.

Ilils-

to be of great value. About the Parachis no such legends
are known, and the close connection between their language and Pash. shows that the tribe has been long
eettled in the country, even if we cannot accept Yule's
identification of Hiuen Tsang's Foh-lih-gi-sa-t'ang-na(acc.
to Karlgren the ancient pronunciation was b'iwt-Z@t-bi-slitt'tiri-nci)with *Paracistiin.
I n both languages there are certainly some linguistic
traits which point westward. W e may mention the loss
of intervocalic dentals, the transition of nt, nd into ta
which are also found in Mazandarani, to some extent in
Kurdish and other north-western dialects. Par. and Orm.
also agree with the western Ir. languages in treating
initial and medial 3-r in the same way. I n most of the
eastern dialects, apart from the isolated Oss., and from
W. where 9r in both positions becomes tr, we find a
different treatment of 8 ~ and
-%-, e. g. Psht. dr-, -r-,
Shgh. har-, 4s-.
The Par. present stem nhdn- "to sit" also approaches
the w e ~ t e r nforms with n ; and the strange Orm. word
hanvalk (Log, vulk) "egg" (<*avyaluka-?)is reminiscent of
Kurd. helka etc., Awromani hela.
Both Par. and Orm. have initial voiced stops and not
spirants. This is usually considered to be one of the
chief points of distinction between weatern and eastern
Ir. languages. But, apart from Psht., all the eastern
Ir. languages are spoken north of the Hindu Kush, and
we shall see that several indications render it roba able
that Psht. was originally b~wought from the north. In
that case there is no reason to suppose that initial voiced
spirants belonged to the original eastern dialects south
of the Hindu Kush, contigllous to the Ind. languages
which possess no spirants a t all. And, with the possible
exception of the two dialects in question, the ancient Ire
languages of south-eastern Iran have all died out, without
leaving any trace. Nothing is know11 about the ancient
language of Bactrin, or of Herat - the socnlled IIernwi
of Ansnri (Iwanow JRAS., 1923, pp. 1 ff.) is only a Persian

dialect - or of the country now inhabited by Hazaras
and Aiinaks. Our complete ignorance of the ancient
linguistic conditions in the greater part of Afghanistan
warns us to be very careful in trying to determine the
home of the Avestan language.
Dr. Tedesco in his admirable article (Monde Oriental,
XV, p. 255 f.) comes to the conclusion t h a t it belongs to
Western Iran, and this view has been adopted by Meillet
(Trois conf6rences sur les G$th$ de l'Avesta, p. 26). Not
all the features which Tedesco mentions are exclusively
western. E. g. if we have Av. bitya- "second", N. W.
Turfan bibiy, but Soghd. bj3ty, b- is also found in Psht.
bal, Om1 bi, cf. Wakhi bci "2". Nor does the fact that
Minj. and Yaghn. still preserve the spirant in yaru-, yiv2.r;"to seize", prove that the development into w in y. Av.
g8unoaya- cannot have taken place anywhere in the east.
Cf. also Par. gur- (1 sg. gurum).
It is true that the past part. ymata- "gone" is not
fonnd in the east., and that the izafat seems to be western.
But, after all, the iziifat is ouly used occasionally in Av. and
had not become an indispensable factor in the morphological system. Not impossibly it may have had a sporadic
existence in some eastern dialects, b u t has disappeared
with the general loss of the ya-pronoun. And again we
must not forget that we can have no idea whatever about
the forme used in south-eastern Iran in ancient times l .
It is also possible, as Prof. Christensen points out (AO.,
IV, p. 83), that the Medic priest^, who are responsible
for the final redaction of the Av. text, have introduced
Borne Western Ir. forms and nlodes of expression.
Bat the chief point in Tedesco's argument, and one
which he promises to trea,t separately, is the thesis that

' Tedesco writes (1. c. p. 221) "Dem Aw. zuliehe eine vorhistoriache
N-0-Grnppe nlit Iziifat anennehmen ware vorliinfig reine Willkiir."
I think it ie more arhit,rary to ignore onr ignor~nce,and to try to
8 0 1 ~ 0s problem, which the nature of our materials does not permit
1~ to solve.
Moreover, we have not only to reckon with rr "h7orthEmtern ~ r o n p " .

Ir. *-ah, *-ah, which result in -6, -d in Av., became -i, -e
in Eastern Ir. '. Here again we must make the same
geographical reservation as above. It is not possible to
pronounce a final verdict, excluding Av. from the whole
of Eastern Iran, on bhe evidence of its -6, -d. We must
be prepared to meet such surprises as the b-, d-, g- of
Orm. and Par., and not forget our ignorance of the old
south-eastern dialects 8 .
And, finally, many important points of agreement
between Av. and Eastern Ir. remain to be taken into
account.
The points of resemblance between Orm. and the
western Ir. dialects have induced Grierson to consider Orm. to be of western, Kurdish, origin. But I
have tried t o demonstrate that these traits, which are
also shared by Par., may have belonged t o all the originally south-eastern I r . 1angua.ges. As Gauthiot has pointed
out (MSL., X I X , pp. 135 ff .) even Minj., which sides with
the north-east in the question of spirants, belongs to an
intermediate group, stretching from Kurd. in a narrow
belt towards the east.
But if Minj. shows many points of agreement with
the real north-eastern languages, this is also the case
with Par. and Orm., and to such a n extent that any
recent immigration of these tribes from the west seeme
out of the question. Let ns first consider Par.

' We

may notice that -a8 became -c, not only in t,he Eastern Inddialecte, h u t also in the extreme north-west of India.
After B n i ~ h i n g this report I have receivcd Tede~co's article:
"Ostirnni~che Nominalflexion" (Zeitachr. f . Indologie u. Iranistik, 4,
pp. 94 ff.). The author ha8 made a ~ t r o n gcase of his theory nbont
Eastern Ir. - i , -8, so far aa Sak. and Soghd. are concerned. In P8ht.
the sit~iationis complicated. Even if we admit that both the obi.
and nom. pl. mask. tsarba "fnt" ~ n dthe nom. sg. fem. tsarbn ere
developed from *carpa, i t ia not possible to derive sba "\raterv
(nom. pl. f.) from nnything h n t +cipnh. "clpn would he an impoasihle
form. The only p o ~ s i b l ecxplanat,ion of dba acc. to Tedesco'~theory
mould be to auppose that -ah > -i had tinelly reaultcd in .a. The only
trace of +-ah > -i found in Y ~ h t . ,i~ after k, e. g . anl.ai ''man" (
"earbyaki < "mrbyakah (cf. Av. earaidyn- "fellow").

Mention has been made of the Par. development of
rt, rd > y, which is also found in Psht., and of str > i,
which has a parallel in several eastern dialects.
In morphology we may note the erlclitic pronouns
1 pl. -an, 2 pl. -0 which should evidently be compared
with Zeb. -en, -ev, W. and Sar. -arc, -av. As e n independent pronoun we find vd "you", where the v- has
been preserved in enclitic position.
The causative in -6v also connects Par. with the neighbouring languages, such as Orm., Psht., Minj., Yd., and
W. Probably this suffix is of Ind. origin; but its wide
distribution, and its absence from most of the modern
Dard languages, show t h a t the loan cannot be of recent
date.
The vocabulary of Par. is essentially Eastern Ir., as
will be seen from the following examples:
iiyun- "to dress": Psht. ay?,cstal, etc.
$.may "apple1': Psht. mdya, Yd. amiinah, etc.
is'tenuk "kid" : Ishk. B'tunuk, Zeb. i'atanak.
626- "to remain": Yd. azaiyah, Orm. ozzck "left behind",
Oss. izaytin, cf. Av. aua.za-.
1)dSY "rope" : Orm. he,?', Psht. vas etc. < * bastra-.
duc- "to milk": W biz's-, Shgh. budz-, Oss. dotun, but
Pers. do,?'-, etc.
duri "large spoon": Khow. dori, Waig. dul-ik, Bur. "ddri".
The word appears to be Ir. on account of the loanwords in Fiono-Ugrinn: Wotyak duj.2 etc. (Jacobsohn:
Arier u. Ugrofinnen, p. 209).
nu-~aya"kid, two years old": Psht. do,?arai.
(10; "hair": W. biirs, Sar. bors, Shgh. bdsts "goat'e hair".
d h ~ ?"saw"
.
: Minj. 2i,+ky- < *drdta-.
gin0 "a single hair" : Psht. yiina, Ishk. yentck "hair on
the body", etc.
gir "stone": W. yar, Shgh. iir, Yazg. yrtsok "stone, rock",
but. e. g. Kurd. girik "hill".
ydt- (yu8't) "to throw": Psht. vii'tal, Shgh. web-, Skr. vyadh-.
yuyOk "small (child)" : Psht. 7-61., vl-zikai.
8
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yam- "to boil" : Min j. iir~tiy-,Shgh. wtirv-, Sar. wcirav-.
yuit "finger" : cf. Minj. ayuikvk, Yazg. wa2t.
ycizd "fat" : Psht. vazda, cf. Av. vaadvar- "firmness" (Skr,
transl. piz~aratva-),and also Osa. vazdan "nobleman"?
h-i "bridge" : Shgh. yEd, etc.
harc- "to hear": Psht. arz;edal, Av. har-, hazcrva- "ob-ser.
vnre' ' .
jinc "wife" : Ishk. ianj, Zeb. wu-jin.uk, Minj. iinko.
mux ''face" : Psht. m m , etc.
nayen "bread": Psht. nayan, etc.
n ~ r k"nail" : Ishk. nirxok, Sangl. narxax, "Laghman" nh'b
(3 Tomaschek, Centralas. Stud. p. 785).
p# "milk": Psht. pai, Shgh. pai, etc.
pi "spade" : W . p&, etc.
pandn "road": Shgh. pdnd, etc.
paric- "to shake a sieve" : Shgh. par-wig-.
pardmy "last year" : W. pard.
rhine "fire": O m . run, W. raxniy, Zeb. r o h i .
rhds- "to fly" : Shgh. ra-wiiz, etc.
seya "sand": Psht. h g a , Minj. siigvk, etc., and corresponding words in the Dnrd languages.
sah0k "hare": Psht. soe, Orm. sikak, Sak. saha-, etc.
suni "to wash": Shgh. zene-, Soghd. sM-,
etc.
.+icak "woman": Psht. .yadza, Zeb. ,<ec llfemale".
thi "to burn" : W. $2-iiw- (caus.), etc.
sera "water-mill", Minj. xirg6, etc.
ziiya: "son7'.. Soghd. zdk.
z&m "son in law": Psht. ziim (v. Altir. Worterb., 1689).
zit^ "yellow": Minj. zit.
I n the preceding list several O m . words are included.
Among other Eastern Ir. words in Orrn. we may mention:
mer.rT "sun": Minj. mira.

y va,yrat)-(Log. yu.yav-) "to wash" < *wi-frat~: cf. W. pfiru-9
Yazgh. j5raw.
ban- "to throw down" : Paht. Ivan- ( (*ni-badn-),
uys-vcin, ace. to Grierson also W. biin- (but b-3).

zvarilztsn "right (not left)": Soghd. yw'r'nt, xvarant, Sak.
hvarandau, acc. sg. n., hvaramcai%a "on the right hand".
h d "blind" : Sak. hanu-.
s6 (Log. &) "1": Sak. s'sau (from the Indo-Eur. pronominal
stem *kio-, which is probably contained also in Orm.
tsan (Log. ;an) "to day").
sir (Log. s'ir) "good": Sak. s's'ara-, Soghd. 8ir.
v6k (vav-) "to obtain" : Sak byau-, Av. avi-ap-.
These last words, and especially so and zt;arintsa, are
of interest as indicating the possibility of a connection
between Orm. and Sak. It is prima facie not impossible
that Orm. may have borr. some words from the language
of the Sakian Kushanas.
But the relation between Orm. and one Eastern Ir.
language, viz. Psht., is of a special nature. Orm. possesses a great number of Psht. loan-words; but the connection between the two languages is of a much more
fundamental nature, and appears to me to exclude the
poasibility that the contact dates only from the time of
Mahmud of Ghazni.
I n the first instance there are several words in the
two languages which, although showing a special relationehip, have developed phonetically on different lines. It is
probable that most of these words are Psht. loan-words
in Orrn., or have been formed in O m . under Psht. influence; but the phonetic divergences show that the borrowing must have taken place a long time ago.
E. g. Orm. mqtak, maz- "to break" is connected with
an old Psht. verb, of which n2at "broken" is the only
remaining form (cf. Minj. maz-, Yd. mag- "to kill", Skr.
mac- "to grind, pound"?). Orm. yvastak (yvaz-) "to fall"
corresponds to Psht. preoatal (-dz-).The connection between
the Orrn and the Psht. words must date from before the
Psht. transition B t > t.
Orrn y(v) for Psht. 1) we find also in yark "lost": Psht.
vruk, Waz. loark, and in Orrn. yr~iisi(Log. y~?cibi)"graes",
not Phl. vaxs'; -x.i.-becomes
pl.: Psht. miss (<Av. ~:fi,~tm-,
.z- in Psht., -s in Orm., cf. also):

Orm. gas (Log. giii) "tooth": Psht. yus < "gastra-, cf. Av.
gah-, Skr. ghm- "to eat".
With *b- we have Orm. bazar "fore-arm": Psht. vaz(a),"arm, wing", Oss. bazur, Pers. bat, etc.
With *-p-,Orm. van "cowife", vindxok "step-son": Psht.
ban, banzai (Av. hapahi-).
Among the words peculiar to Psht. and Orrn., though
not modern loan-words from Psht., we may mention Orm.
dus-ki "a little": Psht. laz, laski; Orm. pran "yesterday":
Psht. partin, but Pers. paran; Orm. rasTai "brother's son":
Psht. wrara; Orm. markai "sister's son": Psht. x&-ayai,
Waz. xwary&; Orm. ta "paternal uncle": Psht. tra; Orrn.
xvaf "sweet", zvagavi "sweetnese": Psht. xog "sweet" (cf.
Av. xvaraziu'ta- "sweetest", Pers. xvalidan "to taste", Ose.
xorz, xvarz "good", but Orrn., Psht. svas "agreable, pleasing":
Pers. xvak); Orm. nok (nis-) "to take out" : Psht. nivut (nk-).
I n one case Psht. ha8 borr. from Orm. The y- showe
that Psht. yutskai "calf" (acc. to Raverty "bullock") is
taken from Orm. yvats (Log. yuskak). Note the preservation
of Ir. ts in Orm.
Phonetically Orm. has been influenced by Psht., chiefly
in replacing c by ts. The same development has taken
place, also under Psht. influence, in Tirahi.
The morphological correspondences between Orm. and
Psht. are very striking.
The Orm. genitive particle is ta, in connection with
pereonal pronouns tar. This word must be compared with
Av. taro, cf. Par. tar "from". Also Psht. da, which is
used both as a genitive and as an ablative (da . no)
must be the same word, with the transition of t- to dusual in Psht. in unstressed, proclitic position. I n view of
the Orm. form i t seems improbable that da should be the
relative pronoun tya-, employed as izafat (v. Geiger, Gr.
I r . P h . , I, 2, p. 214).
The strong form is preserved in the Ysht. reposition
tar "from".
The Psht. pers. pron. 2 pl. t a s ~ ,tMe (Waz. tus, tose)
has its only parallel in Orm. tyzis (Log. I&)).

. .

Even if the demonstratives, Psht. haya, Orm. haf6,
cannot be identified phonetically, i t seems impossible to
deny that there is some connection between the two
forms, which have no parallels in the other Ir. languages.
Last, but not least, Psht. and Orm. agree in the use
of the "adverbial" personal pronouns. E. g. the datives:
1. pers.
2. pers.
3. pers.
dal (Log. dar) hal (Log. al).
Orm. hir, ri (Log. ar, Gr)
Psht. ra (Afr. ar, Waz. ru) dar (Afr. d&) var (Afr. v a ) .
Darmesteter (Chants Populaires, LXXXII) is probably
right in deriving the Psht. forms from the local adverbs
a%a, *ta9ra (not *tva9ra l), ava&a "hic" , "istic", "illic",
and not from pronominal forms with *-radi. a9rb would
normally become ra, and we need not construct a form
*a&a-fi. Perhaps Afridi a r represents ci3ra. The employment of the Psht. forms, as pronouns both for the sg.
and the pl. indifferently, and largely as adverbs (ra-tlal "to
arrive") renders Darmesteter's explanation highly probable.
A semasiological parallel is found in Italian ci (< ecce hie)
and vi (<ibi) used as pronouns for the 1st. and 2nd pers. pl.
There is evidently some connection between the Psht.
and the Orm. forms, even if its exact nature cannot a t
present be determined. But Orm. dal may also be compared wit.h Shughn. turd. Possibly Psht. influence has
reshaped the old Orm. forms.
It may also be mentioned that Orm., which is now
completely separated from the Dard languages, contains
some Dard loan-words, although they are by no means
as numerous as in Par. This circumstaiice a t any rate
tends to affirm the conclusion already arrived at, namely
that Orm, was spoken in approximately its present home
long before the Pathan advance towards the uorth in
the Middle Ages encircled the Orm. enclaves.
Of such words I may mention dra (Log. dri) "hair" :
in Kati, and most other Dard languages drgi etc.l; Log.
gnim "villageu (cf. Kani-grRm in Waziristan, Grum near
Parachinar, and Pingranz south of Baraki Barak): Kati

'

Certainly horr. ; hut cf. Oss. urdl: (Tomaachek).

grmn etc. Orm pipg "cock", @ggal'thetime just before dawn"
are reminiscent of Khow. pigga-ciii"cock-crow, early dawn".
Orm. shows the same tendency as Eastern Pash. to
confound all groups of consonants having r as the second
component.
I n the preceding pages I have tried to prove that
Par. and Orm. cannot be the languages of tribes which
have immigrated from the west in recent times, that they
show points of mutual resemblance, a t that they, although
sharing some important characteristics with the Western
Ir. languages, mainly agree with the eastern group. If
these conclusions are correct, Par. and Orm. are the last
remnants of the sozcth-eastern group of Ir. languages1.
Probably in ancient times the areas of the two languages were contiguous, and the town of Kabul belonged
to their domain. I cannot here enter upon the vexed
and complicated question of the identification of the ancient Kapiii; but i t is a t any rate worth noticing that
As demonstrated by Tedesco (1. c. p. 262) Ral. is "at any rate
in its bwe" a Western Ir. dialect. This doe8 not exclude the possibility that Bal. contains some eastern elements also; certainly Ir.
dialects were spoken in Balochiatan long before the advent of the
Ralochia. A trace of such eastern influence is the Bal. infinitive in
-ag, cf. the k infin. in Orm, ancl many Dard languages. Mention ma9
alao he made of 8nch Eastern Ir. words se. Bal. gie "family": Par.
Y U 8 "house" ; Bal. eayan "dnng" : Orm. aekan, Par. 8ay8n, Wakhi ~igin;
Bal. gwand "short"; Par. yanukg, Sak. vandm ; Bal. gud "clothes":
Paht. d-yustal "to dreas" etc.
In Orm. (Log.) Av. uitueti- "a pan" i~ represented by juep < ' ~ ' a e p
< '~Via8p< 'vitnepi- (cf jiet "20" (*yrvZ8t< *visati). In Brahui we
And gidi8p "a span", which appear8 to he borr. from a lost Bal. ~ o r d .
This wonld also be derived from 'vita8pi- with the curious alterntion
of 8t > 8p which cannot have taken place independently in Orm. and
Ral. c o ~ ~ t a i n~ae v e r a lInd. loan-words, which must have been borr.
at an earlier stage of linguistic development in India. Sonle such
word8 have been mentioned in AO., I, pp. 264, 284: khGK "ariatida
~pontanea"< Sindhi kahu, 8kr. krZRa- " ~ ~ c c h a r n m
spont."; pinhg, "to
beg'' < Sindhi pinapu. Cf. a l ~ oBal. kapinjnr "pnrtridge" with p : M r .
kapifljjnla-. Khetrani aahor ' ' ~ n o v " ie horr. from an earlier form of
Bal. gwahar, and in Bal. gwac "hutfalo-calf ( Bindhi vnchi v has allarea
the Eal. trannition to grc,.

in Par, and Orm. *Eapi,;i would normally become *K$vG(i),
and that the 8, before disappearing altogether, has possibly passed through 2, Z and similar sounds, as we find
in neighbouring Ir. lauguages. E. g. in Zeb. KapiSi
would result in "Kawzcl, the actual late Pahl. form. Several
objections ]nay be made to the suggestion that Pers.
Kabul (and Ptolemy's Kapoupa, Ka13ohital) was adapted
from some earlier Par. or Orm, form; but a t any rate
Hiuan Tsang's description of Kia-pi-shi (which would
eventually be the Skr., not the local form of the name)
agrees better with Kabul than with Kaoshan i n the
Ghorband valley (Marquardt, Eriiniahr, p. 280) I.
At all events it is probable that Kabul was originally
Ir., and that a t a later period an Ind., pre-Pashai, expansion towards the west separated the tribes which have
become the Parachis from those which are now represented by the Ormurs.
If. Orm. and Par. are the original Ir. languages of
Kabulistan, then Psht., with its voiced spirants, must
belong to the north. The earliest known habitat of the
Pathans in Afghanistan is in the Sulaiman Mountains,
where the name of the Gomal river must have been borr.
' The description of the route to K~piSi"from Bamiyan southeast to the "humid valley" is 200 li". and from there in a n ensterly
direction (Beal, Bliddhist Records, I, p. 66, n. 198), cau only indicate
the road Rsmiynn-Helmnnd-Unai Pass-I<abnl. Also t h e statement that
L u ~ h m e nlies 600 li east of Ria-pi-shi'agreesbetter with the identification
of thin place with Kabul. T h e "black ridge" mentioned (Benl, p. 68)
might be the 8iah Koh near Jagdallak (I cannot find any Sinh Koh
"which separates Lamghin from the upper valley of the K i o and
that of the Picha", Real, I. c.). The description of Kia-pi-shi' ilaelf also
agrees better with Kahul than with Kaoshan. E. g. i t may be said
that the river lies to t,he north-west of Old Kabul; b u t K ~ o s h a ni9
~itllateduortll of the Cfhorband river. The position of 8i-pi-to-fa-ln-81
40 li south of the city also pointa to I<fibul, as no town call be
~ i t u a t e din the Paghman mountains eonth of Kaoshan. The Pi-lo-sa-10
mountain, sonth-west of the city may he the Bher Darvaza-Takht-ishah range, and the great snowy mountrain about 200 li to the northw e ~ tof the royal city, with its lake, tits wall i n with the position
of the P a g h r n ~ nrnuge, behind the summit of which there is a wellk l l o w ~lake.
~

from an early Ind. form of Skr. Gomati with the dental
preserved. Names like Helmand and Khash-Rud ( x ~ <
d Av.
xz'tistra- with Psht. transition from str <s' (s)) show that
they lived in ancient times westward towards Seistan.
If we compare Psht. with the language of the Khotan
Sakas, we find agreement in several important respects.
I n both languages ancient w- atid (3- have been fused
into one sound, initial 3 and f have become voiced before
r, while -&-has become -r-. st has resulted in St in the
neighbourhood of an i (Sak. mds'ta: Psht. myuSt "month"
<*m&sti-; Sak. nlista: Psht. nidta "it is not"). Very
characteristic is the metathesis in Sak. darsa, Psht. dird
"30"< *drisa < *%isat-. Cf. also Sak. uma "you" : Psht.
(encl.) mo; Sak. kama "who" : Psht. kurn; and the accordance between the Psht. abstract suffix -tyC and Sak.
-tteti- (e. g. tus's'uttetci' obl. < *-tatyii "emptiness"), both
stems in -i, se in Skr., but not in Av., and both with
preeervation of the t, as if i t were initial. Cf. also the
declension of fem. substantives in the two languages.
But there are also important isoglotts separating the
two languages. Psht. ova '"7'', ata 1'8" might be latw
developments of Sak. hauda, hasta. But Psht. tsalor,
tsalvor cannot be derived from Sak. tcahori, nor Psht.
.;pa$ "6" (< *(x).fva$) from Sak. k?ai (<*xLi). The loss
of -.$- is characteristic of Sak. and some Hindu
dialects, while Sak. and W. share the development of
ancient s'z! > 9, R l. Psht. has in these cases 2 and sp
The loss of i might be a later development in the
literary Khotan Sali., but the difference between 6 and
sp muet go back to a very remote period.
Psht. and 8ak. must therefore belong to different
branches of the Scythian dialects, and Psht. cannot be
descended from the language of the Kushanau, which was
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Sak. ancl W. a l ~ oagree in other re~pecte(cf. Heichelt, Indogerm.
Jahrhnch, I, p. 20 ff.). Cf. a180 Hak. dnhn- "mnn": W. bni "man, etronR
lad''; Sak. $@undn-"raven": W. Bmd. Rut still the difference in phonetic development makes it impovsible to consider W.
a direct
descendent of Sak.

pobably very closely connected with that of the Khotan
Sakas. So far as we know, the Kushanas never came
as far south as Seistan or the Sulaiman mountains. But
possibly Sakas settled in Seistan long before the time of
the Kushanas (cf. Thomas, JRAS., 1906, pp. 181, 460 ff .).
Psht. has also some special affinities with Miaj., (and
Yd.). Both have the transition from b >,l (with dissimilation Psht. lid "seen" < *bib, just as Minj. dal "give"
< *bab). Cf. Minj. ze "I", iemen "mine", t6, ta "thou",
z'e to (LSI.), ita (Gauthiot) "thine" with Psht. za, d z M ,
ta, sta with the same use made of ancient haca. Cf. also
Minj. skau (ki) "because" : Psht. dzaka (ci) (<"haca-kc-);
Minj. la "with" ( c Q h a b a ) : Psht. la; Minj. wos "now":
Psht. Gs, etc. I n other respects again the two languages
diverge considerably, and it is not easy t o define the
nature of the connection between them, or its historical
base.

KAFIRI.
As already mentioned, the political situation prevented
me from carrying out my plan of going to Nuristan
(Kafiristan),and I have received information that Europeans
who made a similar attempt last summer were not more
succesful. Fortunately I had an opportunity of working
with Kafirs from different parts of the country in Kabul,
and I received much assistance from General Abdul Vakil,
himself a native of Ktivi, whose hospitable house was the
meeting-place of the Kafir colony in the capital.
The Kafirs I met generally knew few original Kafiri
tales and songs. The latter often were obscure in the
extreme, alluding to particular events, and my informants
aeldom could explain their contents satisfactorily. Concerning the old religion I only gathered some names of
gods. I have the impression that they did not conceal
any information from me; but that the younger generation
really, as proud "recruits of Islam" l , knew little, and
cared less, about the old, discredited paganism.

' The Knfira are genernlly calledjadidi "recruite" nfter their conversioll.

KATI.
Most of the Kafirs I met came from the western
valleys of Ramgel, Kulum and Ktivi. I did not get hold
of any individual from Kamdesh and the lower Bashgal
(BKigal) valley; but I worked with a boy from the upper
part of the valley, Bragromatal (Br'agr'ornatab). A11 these
districts are called Kaiigela, the tribe inhabiting them
Kati, and their language Kati-vwi or Kati l. As Bashgal
only includes a small part of their country (it was even
denied that the Bashgalis were real Katis), I prefer to
call this most important language of Nuristan KatiB.
The Kati language is essentially the same, the dialectal
differences being comparatively unimport.ant. The chief
thing to be mentioned is that the Bragromatal dialect
forms its p r e s e ~ twith t (cf. Skr. part. pres. -ant-), e. g.
mr'etm "I am dying", while the formative in Western
Kati is n, e. g. rnr'enm. Acc. to the LSI. this is also the
case in Bashgal (Kamdesh). Davidson givee both forms;
probably he hae heard them in different localities.
On the whole the western dialect is more conservative
than Bashgali. E. g. Bashg. 2 sg. niz'enj "thou sittest
down": W. Kati niWnas"; Bashg. ,?to "4": W. Kati Jtvd,
etod; Bashg. ollts "I": Bragrom. &, W. Kati vlits, vtiza.
The vocabulary a.8 well as the pronunciation varies to
some extent from place to place; but it is difficult to
trace any isoglotts. On the other hand the pronunciation
of the people from one village, or even of a single
individual is extremely flrrctuating, much more so than
in any other language I had to do with.
At present the Katis of the western valleys (Ramgel,
Kulum and Ktivi) are separated from those of the Baahgal
valley by the intervening Prasuns. But the absence of
any marked dialectal difference in the language of the
two sections of the tribe makes it probable that they
lived close together a t a comparatively recent date. In
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In I ' BILR
village
~ . near Iskgen is called Ifhtai-liina= ",Jai-i-kifgr"
"the village of the K a f i r ~ " .
Probably the (7mbat'a of Rahur were Katis from Hamgel.

fact the traditions of tbe people also point that way. It was
generally said that the original home of the whole Kati
tribe was Ktivi, and that they emigrated from there
twelve generations ago. Cf. also the traditions recorded by
Robertson (The Kafirs of Hindii Kush, p. 158) about the
Kafir and K a ~ ntribes of the Bashgal valley having come
from the west.
Like the neighbouring languages Kati distinguishes
between s" and s l, arid between c and c. E . g. id1 "cattleshed" (Skr.sala-),s'aru "autumn", duit "hand", Btri "woman",
adi "mouth", but su "6", (v)ust "8", pa(r)si "hill" etc.;
corn "skin",- cd "wall", c; "kid", but cd! "0 man !", curti
"knife", cu "inside of the thigh", etc. The difference
between the two series is not great, or always easy to
catch, and I am afraid that in some cases I have been
unable to distinguish correctly between them.
The Kati sound written T by Davidson and in the
LSI. is quite different from the I n d . and Psht. flapped
I t is postalveolar, spirantic r which I shall write r'. This
r' occurs both as an initial, in postvocalic position, and
after k, g, p, b, but not after dentals. The explanation
probably is that Ind. r, as described by the Skr. grammarians, was "cerebral", i. e. articulated further back than
the teeth. In Kafiri this special quality of the r is
retained, except where i t is drawn forward under the
influence of a preceding t , t i (e. g. Kati tre "3", but brf&
"brother"). I n Waig. K. I generally heard kr, b r etc.
Cf. the conditions in Pash. (v. below). I n Waig. and Ashk.
both r' and 1. occur. I n combinations like a'r' the nasalization extends to the r t .
The language described by Raverty (JASB., XXX I1 I,
PP. 267 ff.) is in the main Kati, and not Waig., as stated
in LSI., VIIT, 2, pp. 30 and 45. Rut Raverty has inserted
some Wsig. words taken from Bnrnes' vocabulary (Cabool,
?a.

' According to Grammont (BSL., XXIV, p. 11) the Yrakrit 8
!der*rloped from 8 , i , g) wna articnli~tedbetween the dental 8 and the
p~lntiil A. Thuu t~ 1,ccnme t.4 (nud further cch) etc. It is worthy of
note t h ~ tKnfiri etc., which keeps 8 , A, 3. apart, also retaina t8.

App. IV). This is especially clear as regards the last nouns
given by Raverty : "tar-wcili" "sword", "cha-wi" "axe",
"karai" "shield", "as-tah" (sic!) "soldier", "sal-manash"
"chief", "kat-kai" "troop", "bar-kcin" "wall", Kati : Ir'evdc,
vuiv, fir'&,1, gtir mcinci, s 6 , cd, but Bnrnes (nearly in the
same order) : "tarvalb" , "chavi" , "karai" , "oatcih" , "salmawash", "katki", "bark6nU. Also some others of Raverty's
words are Waig., but in most cases the orthography used
reveals that his source is Burnes. E.g. both Bl~rnesand
Raverty have "tt'tn" for t s i "dog". Raverty has also inserted
a few Pash. words in his Siah-Posh vocabulaq, viz.
"plirrurra" "apple", "link" "walnut", "sewarah" "bridge",
Kati par'a, ar'mrtG, syu, but Pash. paray, Zip, s#v@-. But the
great majority of his words are Kati, probably from the
western valleys, as indicated by a word like "minah" "rope",
W. Kati mane, but Bashg. kanik.

WAIGELI.
The seco~id Kafir language which I had occasion to
study, wae Waigeli (Viiigalz). One informant was from
Kegal in the lower part of the Waigel valley, the other
from a village, situated higher up on a western tributary
to the Waigel river, which he himself called ~ f l r t j z . ~ a l .
and the Kegal-man Yr'eneagal (cf. Survey-map Venruchgul.
Lumaden and Tanner Rzcntschgal).
There is a marked difference between these two
lects. To give only a few examples, we find in Waia
K(ega1) ev "I", but in Zh(bnjiga1) ik, in K. aga "I", om0
"my",
"by me", aml "we", but in Zh. ye, imd, i, yema
Generally the Zh. forms agree with those given in tbe LSI.
The same is the case with the verbs. In K. all the
forms of the verb are conjugated in the same way. E. g1 ag. z~karn "I beat e t ~ . 1 pl. vesamik
2
ugscs8
2
'tdsav
3
vesai
3
veerat.
But in Zh., as in the LSI. dialect, we find different
types :

1 sg. viant "I beat" (aor.)vi&'orn "I am beating"

Mrn "I was"

vies'
vier'es'
- (defin. pres.) oris'B vias
viar '
oyi
1 pl. viemis'
vi&-'mis'
6rirnii
2 B gase
viere
6yi3 B viast
uier'et
6?-i
Arnong the phonetic differences I need only mention
that in K. an initial r' becomes vr', but in Zh. 2. E. g.
K. vr'uc "light, daybreak": Zh. Eok, Ashk. kuts-ka, Kati
(rl)ic-kd2; K. vatr "night" (dissimilated from vr'utr, cf.
d08t "elder" < *jes't): Zh. z'atr, Ashk. iatr, zatr, Kati r'adcr'r
(<*rc~tri-vara-);K. avr'o "elbow", Zh. @ti, Kati &'a, Pras.
wub(3). Also K. vr'ao "egg.": Zh. kao, j ~ w ,Ashk. iau,
jau must be explained in the sauie way, and we have
seen that the local pronunciation 2mjigal corresponds to
K. Vr'encagal. Lumsden has "row" "egg", but "zheat"
"night", "ayfih" L'elbow"; but his materials are probably
based on the dialects of different localities.
In some cases, however, both K. and Zh. have vr':
K. vr'uk "salt: Zh. vr'ak, Lumsden wult, Ashk. iok, Kati
iyuk; K. vr'ak: Zh. vr18k "sister-in-law" ; K. cr'ama "willow" :
Zh. vr'amz, varns' ; K. vr'a l'to weep" : Zh. vr'a, Ashk.
iu-, Kati iyzi-, ',Eye- (Skr. rt4d-?).
The dialect described by Vigne is closely related to
K, Cf. Vigne, K. eu "1": Zh., LSI., Burnes, Lumsden
ek; Vg. nos, I(, nas "nose" : Zb. nasii, Lumsden nasil,
LSI. nasu, Burnes nhsi., Villiers nrisli; Vigne "shon" "belly",
K. &: Zh. etc. kuts etc.; Vigne "unda" "meat", K. an&:
Zh. and, Lumsden "unnhh", Villiers "ana" .
Lumden's dialect is very similar to that of Bllmea'
vocebulary, and it appears that Lumsden has to some
extent copied his predecessor. His own materials come
from Traieguma, where the dialect in some respects approaches GB. Cf. "sash" "1 1", 66sullaish""16" : GB. jaJ,
dwus, but Wnig. ya$, !&.
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ASHKUN.
After many attempts I got hold of an Ashkun man
in Kabul, who was said t o be the only one of his tribe
residing there. H e very quickly understood the commercial value of his language, and proposed that I should
give him 1000 rupees for his information. H e said that
he came from Titi'n. Higher u p on the Pech river is
(Survey map Tsranu, Lumsden Tsooni, Tanner
Sanu "with very nasal n", Robertsou Tskru), and still
further Vamci, the language of which place he only
understood to some extent. Acc. t o him Pash. is spoken
in Kurdar, and Psht. in Gusalak, Nuggalam, Bard&{and
Arcailam (Survey map: Gursalak, Nimgali~rn,Wradesh and
Rachalam).
I n Peshawar on my way home I had an opportunity
of working for some hours with another Ashkun man
from Majegal. H e said that Majegal and MasewE were on
the Laghman side towards Mangu, and separated by 8
mountain from Titi'n, Nakcira, Sazcze'tr and other Ashkun
villages on the Pech side. According to him my firat
informant was not from Titin, but from Vumai; but I
am not in a position to verify his statement.
They pronounced the name of their tribe A S ~ E~skil$,
,
and both denied that the name had any meaning, such
as "Bare Mountain" (cf. LSI., V I I I , 2, p. 68).
At any rate the M(ajegal) dialect differs from the
"T(itin)" dialect. The chief characteristic of M. is that
r' is changed into 1 after k, g, p, b, m,v (cf. Pash.). E. g. T.
pr'azir "fever", prf&n '11give", p-16"babe", tsiprfd "ltmb".
br'a "brother", br'ami "ant", krfum "roof", kr'am "work",
r,*rtei "flour", but M. p~azri,plgm, p ~ d , t,qiP76, hla, hlamr,
klijrn, kklam, tilt%, and alao glum "village", Kati g'om (T.
deii),
mlarj, "mountain goat", Waig. mr'ap.
bshk. is clo~ely
- related
- - to Weig. CE. Ashk. ai "1':.
mma, ima "my", yii, i, yc "by me": W a g . Zh. ye, i ~ i. ,
Aahk. tsatci "4" is very airnilar to Waig. cat& but shows

sera

t.hat c becomes ts. Likewise we have s 1 for Waig. s', e. g.
in dus "10": Waig. do:; sar6 "autumn": Waig. gor6, etc.
Before an i we have Ashk. s* in viii "20", simi8 "we are",
cf. also Ashk. 2im ''snow": Waig. zim.
The vocabulary is to a great extent identical with
that of Waig.; but, as might be expected, considering
the geographical position of Ashk., we also find some
special similarities with Kati.
The conjugation is as follows:
hrn "I do"
kalim "I shall do"
1 sg. sem "I am"
2 9 ses
kalis
kds
kaliii
kdi
3 D sai
1 pl. simii
kal&ni$
komiS
2 9 seg
kaleg
k6g
3 s sen
kalen
kon.
The opposition between ses and semis' (Kati asib,
nsamii) reminds us of Pras. es-o "thou art1', but e s m t 6 o
"we are" (LSI.). The n of 3 pl. is difficult to explain, as
nt remains, e. g. in dunt "tooth". Either the final vowel
in -anti was dropped so early that -nt could be treated
in a special way, or n is a survival of a secondary suffix.
Ashkun was previously supposed t o be unknown, but
the language described by Trumpp (JRAS., X I X , pp. 1 ff.)
is practically identical with the Majegal dialect. Cf. the
numerals 1-10: ac, dii, tre, tsata, ponts, su, sot, ost, no,
dus, and cinis "1 I", b.is "12", suris "16", vesa "1 9" with
Trumpp's " Z h , dii, tr?, tnad*if, punts, 6u, slit, ufit, nir,
d6s. jiL1nis, bZtis, silfris, ufili"'. The specimens of KaGr
and Sanu languages given by Tanner (Proc. Roy. Geogr.
Soc., NS. 3, p. 219 f.) are also in Ashk. But it is surprising that his Sanu-specimen has 1 in glam "village".
The few words which can be explained in the song fronl
the village Nikern (Nrkara mentioned above) by pazl
Haqq and Norulla (quoted by Dnvidson, Notes
the
Ra~hgaliLanguage, p. 169) are likewise Ashk.

'

T h i ~8, the s of Is, and the z < i , are perhaps articulated 8 little
further hack than ordinary 8 . I have written 8 , because I am not
(lnite certain about the matter.

PRASUN.
Unfortunately I was not able t o collect much information about Prasun (Vasi-Veron). My Kati and Ashkun
informants called the valley and the language Pr'as2,
Pr'asun, P T ' ~ and
,
said that the Parsi name was Parun.
This tribe lives in great isolation, and members of it
very seldom come to Kabul.
A couple of days before I intended to leave Kabul,
some of my Kati friends finally got hold of a Prasun
Inan for me. H e was not intelligent, and I had to communicate with him in Kati. I n order not to weary and
frighten him. I only worked with him for about an hour
the first day. But in spite of all my precautions, plenty
of bakshish and a promise of much more, be found it
too fatiguing and too dangerous to give a sahib lessons in
his mother-tongue, and he did not turn up the next day.
Neit.her the authorities nor the other Kafirs seemed to
be able to find him, and they said that he had left
the city.
I n his physical appearance he was quite different from
all the other Kafirs I met, who were generally brightlooking fellows with clear-cut features. The Praaun man
was comparatively dark-skinned, with a very broad face
and heavy featuree.
I n these circumstances I wag only able to write down
a vocabulary of two hundred words, numerals included,
and, aa I had no opportunity to check my materials, I
am afraid that I have not in all cases recognized and
noted down correctly sounds which are peculiar to Pra9.
E. g. many words ended in a guttural, roba ably an
unvoiced lenis, articulated f a r back, and with s peculier
acustic quality which I was not able to catch during the
short seance. It ie the eound written -kh in the LSI.9
e. g. zsikh "sun", istikh "star", warekh, tareq " h o ~ ~ e " ,
mmekh "moon", psikh "cat", anakh "fire", lthrzc,kh "tonguev.
I n tbese casea 1 have tentatively written iisiik, intik, ?.ardl
meseg2, p.+zgigi, oneye, tuurdzur. Corresponding to LsI.

k w k "dogH, kakogzi "hen", lushtu "daughter", I have
karl&k, kakay4 liiituk. Cf. also yinik "son", vorix "wool",
r&Z
vezege "egg".
Probably these words do
11ot all contain the same sound.
Generally speaking, my materials agree fairly well
with the LSI., as may be exemplified by the numerals:
ip& (LSI., ipin) "I", 1; (ice) "2", ci (chi) "3", cpli (cipu)
-'4", uucri' (uc) "5", visu ( u i i ) "6", se'te (sete) '"I", a'ste
(aste) "a", lzk (nuh) "9", lez (leze) "lo", ziiz (zik) "1 I", iiz
(wizzi) "12", ciz (chiza) " 13'', cpults (czpzclts) "14' ', wiiilts
(viiilhts) "15", u@lts (uiulhts) "16", setli'z (setilts) "17",
nsli'z (astilts) "18", ~ l t (nalts)
s
"19", dzti (zzi) "201', ledz8.i
(lezazj) "301',z'ibeze (jibeze) "40", Iqjibiz (lejjebets) "50",
Awqzzi (cicegzii) "60", (icagdalets) (cicegzalets) "70", cpa,qzu
(cipegzu)"80", cpagzulets (cipegzualets)"90", vucigzu (ocegzti)
"100". Some of the variants seem due to real diale~t~al
differences.
The phonetic system of Pras. has been much more
violently dislocated even than that of Kati, a circumstance which, in conjunction with the anthropological
facts, renders it probable that a perhaps un-Aryan eubetrntum has influenced the development of the language.
"wood":
The transition from d > I (ulytimd "emoke", l i i ~
Kati dyiim, daw, etc.) remindr us of the similar development in the neighbouring Minj. For LSI. letem "tooth"
I have (')iturn (with a very weack l ) , and, instead of
lfrzukh "tongue", wrdzuz. d u g i "for the sake of", and
damli "tail" are probably borr. from Kati.
The r has been dropped in gr, br, mr, vr: gim "village" :
Kati gr'orn; gax "neck" : Kati gr'ak; bab "brother" :
Kati br'd, br'cib; mo-ksum "I am dead": Kati rnr'd; ntngge
"mountain-goat": ICati rnr'0.r); vakus "deer" (so LSI., correctly : "hare") : Kati (v)rfakus; vdmi L'ant": Knti tdamik.
On the other hand aphleh "give" (LSI.) must be compared
wit11 Kati pr'e. The regular outcome of tr seems to be
CI as in ci "3", ciiii 'Laour milk": Kati trii, trui-zd, and
probably in jicclreh "paper, letter" (LSI.), of. Kati Mrei
4
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"letter, book", Btrd- "to write", Waig. city&. letri "propertyM
(LSI.) is probably borr. from Kati latri, *dr- me find in
rasix "grape": Kati dros, and in atii "hair" : Kati dru.
Characteristic is also the change from c > i (e, g,
iiE "eye" : E a t i a i ; iime "iron" : Kati dma; iiiiti "female
breast" : Waig. ciicii; jiceveh "letter" < citra-)l, from t v > p ,
and dv > v (cp4 "4" ; iiz, LSI. wizu "12'7, from r' > 6
(~rCIzi"partridge" : E a t i wr'a; vuia "elbow" : Kati art;; iijii
"millet": Kati a'vr'i?), the treatment of n(y)- (iiini "new":
Kati nui;
"sour milk, dugh": Kati nyuva), and the
prothetic vowel in iisiik "sun", istik "star", ulyz2md "smoke",
aphleh "give".
Very strange is the development into v- of p- in vucG
b'5"l titilts "15", viie ('heel": Kati paiyG, and possibly in
z u "apple" : Kati par'a. But the p- is preserved in pinik
'LsOn", paBi "breast", ps- "to lose".
A similar, irregular loss of a n initial consonant is met
with in other words. E. g. eitek "elder" (LSI.): Kati jes't;
imi "son-in-law": Kati ,%anti; iyti "thou", i "thee" (LSI.):
Kati tii, tyii; umti "wheat": Kati gtim; yire 'astone": Kati
garrah (Raverty); iri "horse": Waig. gora. Some of these
casee are uncertain; but the tendency certainly exists,
probably coming into play under special conditions, the
nature of which cannot at present be determined. In
mang cases initial p, 2, g etc. are preserved.
These profound changes have rendered many Pras.
words nearly unrecognizable; but the language also shares
many phonetic features with other Eafir languages, e. g.
the z for Ind. h in zema "snow", zar "heart", i2nera "winter"
(<"zinaar-?),the loss of -r (cpei "4") etc.
Where Kati differ8 from Waig. and Ashk , Pras. sides
with the former. Thus nt becomes t in letuna "tooth",
rrsti "spring": Kati dut, vosut, but Waig. d%, o k t . y is
inserted in tclyrimd "smoke", iistyi "pillar" : Kati d p m ,
tyir, but Waig. durn, aitlm, and we have him "earth",
mikh "face" (LSI.): Kati him, hyiim, mik, myttk, but waig.
hzim, muk. Praa. also agrees with Kati in having 't.9 in

'

Rut ciinaa "skin"

<

+cmma

< cnrma.

lee "lo", iagda-lets "70", dzii "20" (< *vtszi): Kati duts,
tfatsa, Waig. do,+, wi.fi.
The vocabulary, as far as it is known, agrees chiefly
wit,h Kati. E. g.
Pras.
Kati
Wttig.
vitr~"rainbow" .
~dri
sigdr6g
mire "clay"
mar'yi
m&
tsim
ajei
cir'e "apricot"
yal- "rain"
ag &l
VaS
mi& "mouse"
mase
karl$k "dog"
kur'i
saca
got "wrist"
gut
miits
v&zi "oak"
vazi
gadii
korG "ass"
kur
2Gtr
mana "rope" (LSI.) mane
deS
gim "village"
gr'om
abar
aigar "bad"
Qigar
unzc "I"
w-its, uza, Bashg. 5nts
aga
In other cases Pras. sides with Waig.:
vl4tt.i "wall"
cd
oatta
iii "ha.ilU
tigalik
use
kits (Lhair"
id.kits "moustache" (ifi"mouth")
Ziiiii "female breast" cuk
~'ict'i
~ t j r l z e"bird"
mr'agets
nigeLse
vami "ram"
n6-va
vame.
The verbal system of Pras. differs much from that of
the other Kafir languages. Still most of the terminations
can be recognized. The 2 pl., e. g. es-en-o "you are", agrees
with Icati 6s-Sr' < *ma-thana. The 3 pl. of the auxiliary
ast-o "they are" (Keti a,4t < *asanti) is used as a termination of other verbs also, as, to some extent, in Waig.
E. g. p e z m t - o "they go": Weig. y&zst "they eat", but
&ti yiinat. Even in Kati we should expect *yu.nadt, as
the present is composed of a participle and the auxiliary.
But) Kati has replaced *-sunti by *-anti.
I t will be Been that Pras. occupies an independent
p(3sitiot-1within the Kafir languages; but that it agrees
chiefly with Knti, as is only natural on account of its

geographical position. I n some cases it has preserved
forms which have been lost in the neighbouring dialects.
Thus iibeze "40" cannot be explained from the vigesimal
system in the same way as &a-g-zz2 lL60", cpag-zu "80"
and vuce-g-z~"100". The word must be derived from
<"capatsa <"catvariat-(Av. caharasatam),with the regular
transition from c > i,and from tv >p, which has become
b iu the intervocalic position. I n cpu "4" < *catvfitr-the
early elision of the unaccented vowel has protected both
c and p, and the i in LSI. cipu is probably secondary.
We may also note u 2 "blood", probably < Skr. asn-,
cf. Pash. a$, fir < *asr-.

T H E LINGUISTIC POSITION O F KAFIRI.
The question of the classification of the so-called Dard
languages has been much discussed. Some scholars
have reckoned them among the Ind. languages, others
have considered them to be a, special group, intermediate
between Ind. and Ir., or have held them, or a t any rate
some of them, to be actually Ir.
The difficulty of deciding this question is due'to the
fact that the differences between the most aucient Ind.
and Ir. languages are very slight. While e. g. Psht.
(v)rc% "brother", or ban "co-wife" are extremely different
from Hindi bhad and .ram!, i t is only the lack of aspiration which distinguishes Av. bratar- from Skr. bhratar-,
and the transition from s to h, and af tn to 9ra, which
make Av. hapalhi- differ from Skr. sapatni-.
On the assumpt,ion that a group oE Ind. dialects had
been more or lea8 separated from its sister languages
since n very early period, we should expect to find but
few characteristics distinguishing it from I r . On the
one hand it would probably hare lost many ancient
worda and forms showing typical Ind. features in
phonology and morphology. On the other it wollld not
Viz. K ~ h m . ,Shina, the dialects of the Indns Kohi~tan,Kb0w.p
Kal., GB., the Katir languages, Pash. and Tirahi.

have participated in the later Ind. developments, which
have widened the originally quite narrow gulf between
Ir. and Ind. Very probably it would have preserved
some features common to Ancient Ind. and Ancient Ir.,
now generally lost on the Ind. side; and thus i t might
give the observer a false impression of siding with Ir.
Finally it would have developed peculiarities of its own,
separating it from the main body of Ind. languages; and
it might have been influenced by, and have borrowed
from, Ir. languages which happened to be its neighbours.
Now all these theoretical considerations may be applied
in trying to decide the position of the Dard languages.
The loss of final syllables has destroyed many terminations which permitted us to distinguish between Anc. I r .
and Anc. Ind. I n their isolation they have not shared
in many of the later Ind. simplifications of groups of
consonants, and in this reepect they have kept nearer
to Ir. They have developed a great many peculiar phonetic and morphological features, in some cases on parallel lines with, or influenced by, 1r.l.
A special difficulty consists in the fact that these
languages have, a t all periods, borrowed freely from the
neighbouring Ind. and Ir. languages, and that i t is often
impossible to distinguish "semi-tatsama's", i. e. old loanwords which have beeu subjected to Dard phonetic laws,
from genuine "tadbhava"-words.
The majority of the Dard languages are not distinguished
from the other Ind. languages by any ancient traits, and
theJ differ considerably from the neighbouring Ir. dialects,
even tbough they are in some cases influenced by them.
The loss of the aspiration is evidently secondary. Aspirated tenues are still generally preserved, and in Peeh.
aspirated mediae are, a t least to some extent, in use.
Leech often writes aspirated mediae in Tirahi, and generally in etymologically right places, while Stein always

'

This i~ perhaps the case with the Shine termination of the

1 per& pl. fnt. -On, which resembles the corresponding form in Wakhi
and other Pamir dialects. (Rut cf. p. 91.)

gives the corresponding unaspirated sounds. It is at letlst
possible that a slight aspiration was still heard in LeechVs
time, eighty years ago. I n Kal., also, Leitner and LSI.
occasionally write aspirated mediae; but the aspiration of
corresponding Hind. and Lhd. words may have influenced
the recorders. I n Kohistsni Shina we find i!haunz_c "to
obtain" <labh-. It is certain, a t any rate, that the aspiration of mediae was lost a t a time, when the chsracteristic Ind. transition from *th, *jh > h bad already
taken place. E. g. in Khow. we find bzim "earth" <bhiimi-,
but him "snow" < *khima-. The partial transition from
bh > h in the root bhti- is likewise met with in the Dard
languages: Khow. hoi "he became", Chiliss (Biddulph)
"to be", Shilla hanus "I am1' (<*hhavant- a s i ) ,
Tirahi wa "he was" (< "hziaa- < *bhutaka-).
On the other hand there is also a tendency to di8aspiration in other Ind. languages, e. g. in Eastern Bengali,
in Khetrani and in the Lari dialect of Sindhi, where
the aepirated mutes are retained, as in Dard. There
may be a connection between the unvoicing of the h,
and the loss of the aspiration of mediae in the D a d
dialects. When the voiced h disappeared, the voiced
aspirates also became unstable, and had a tendency, either
to lose their aspiration (as in Dard), or to unvoice the
stop (as in Romany).
Languages like Kasbm., Shina, Khow., Kal., GB.,
Paah. and Tirahi are thus absolutely and unquestionably
Ind. The languages of the Kafir group - Kati, Waigeli,
Ashkun and Prasun - occupy a position apart from
the other Dard language8 in aolne important respects.
The most obvious point is that we find Skr. h (Aryan
*hh and *jh) represented by ,z and P ( j ) . Konow has
given some examplea from Bashgali (JRAS., 1911, PP.
21 end 34): rim "snow", zira "heart", zZr "yellow", j h k
"shame", j&- "to kill" (Tcati ~itn,zirg, zar'a, hirik ', EU~'-;
Woig. zim, zd, ziir ("grass", cf. Skr. harit-),-, ,j&; Aebk.
Pim', ki-di, -, kirik, -; Pras. zema, zar, --, -, -1.

+

With ~econdarypalatalization of z before i.

And we may add, with *kh: Kati zavdr (<*zZ-var)
'lainter", Waig., Ashk. 2 ; Kati lee- "to lick", Ashk. 12s-;
Kati iiza, vzits "I", Pras. wnzzi; Kati pr'aza "fever, illness",
Aehk. pr'azfi, plaza, Waig. pr'aja (cf. Skr. prahara-, "wound,
a chronic and acute pain from a wound". Kati pr6r "wound"
is borr., just as Waig. ~ i d t ? Ashk.
,
Blamadg "names of
gods" <Mahadeva-, Brahmadeva-).
With *jh we find: Kati jwt, dyut "panther", Waig.
jit, iit, (Lumsden 'Ijitnt"), Pras. iiitii: Skr. hantr "robber,
killer"; Kati,jalai "duck", Ashk. zalai, Pras. kelai (LSI.): Skr.
hilla- "a kind of aquatic bird", Psht. hilai (borr. from Ind.) 3
Kati duit "hand", Pras. lust and the corresponding
Waig. and Ashk. words do not prove a transition from
kh > d (Konow, 1. c., p. 35, cf. also below p. 54, uote).
Kati dus "yesterday", Waig. dzis, Ashk. dds must be
co~uparedwith Skr. dosa-, not with hyas.
But this development of *kh, *jh into z, i must not
be considered as an isolated phenomenon. It is only the
result of an early loss of aspiration. Thus bhumi- and
"khima-, which become burn, him in Khow., result in byiinz,
zZm in Kati, where the aspiration was lost bejore the Ind.
transition from *kh > h. But this, after all, is only n
q~eetionof chronology, and does not justify our separating Kafiri from the Ind. group, especially as the deaspiration goes further than in Ir., and affects the unvoiced
stops also, which do not become spirants, as in Ir. (I(ati
kur "donkey" : Pers. zar).
Pras. has got x, y in some cases, and in a few words
we find z, rp in Kati before t, e. g. t ~ m t d"seized" (tragawm
I seize"), ptd, pvt&, ptz "gave" l . Apart from this
evidently recent development Kafiri pomesses no spirants,
and Waig. renders Psht. ux "camel" by tik '.
II

' Cf.

Multani ~ t i x t apret. part. from nikal- "to go out" (LSI. VIII,
1, P. 264), where n pir rant i~ developed in a similar position.
?
One Kati man from Ramgel pronolinred khur "donkey", phtbl
"grnin", ~ h u r i"knife", plrupJ "kidney" with a slight aspiration. Unfortunately I w m able to examine this man only for m very short
time, and I could not detect any aspiration in the pronnncintion
of otlher Katie. 111 I'rn.9. the M I . writea kh, ph in some cmes.

More important, perhaps, is another point. As noted
by Eonow (1. c.), the Kafir languages distinguish between
Aryan *k(h) and *j(h), the one being represented by z (dz),
the other by 2' (,j). Besides the examples already quoted,
and those given by Konow (1. c., p. 34), I may mention:
1) With *f: Kati zeya "was born", Waig. zayoi; Kati
br'aza "pain", Ashk. br'aza (Skr. bhrtij-, Greek g>Aiyo?);
Waig. zomH "grinder", cf. Pash. jan-dun < *jambha-danta-;
Kati z6tr "friend", Skr. jostr-, cf. Shina jcithi "female
paramour".
The Kafiri words for "tongue" are difficult to explain,
as those in most Indo-Eur. languages: Kati dits, Waig.
jip, jip, Ashk. z'u, Pras. vurdzux (LSI. luzukh). None of
these forms can be derived directly from the prototype
of either Skr. jihva- or Av. hizva-. Waig. jip, jip seems
to be borr. from Pash. jip. The Ashk. form may possibly
correspond to Skr. juhu- < *tukhu-, but why 2'3 If the
Pras. form given in the LSI. is the original one, lwumay repreeent *dutsu- < *cla.$u-, and correspond to Ertti
dits. But Kati final ts may also represent an older ( d ) ~ ,
as in vGts "I", and *dakhu- might be compared with Lat.
lingua etc.
2) With *j: Kati ji "bowstring" (alsozi, borr. from Pers.),
Waig. K. ji, Zh. gi (sic I), Ashk. ii ; Kati jeit, jest "elder",
Waig. duiitilr, Asbk. dedte (with dissim. of j before d, $1';
Kati Zami "sister's husband", cf. Skr. jfirni- "related like
brother and sister", but Kati earn& "brother in law",
Skr. jamator-.
This distinction between
and j(h) strongly reminds
one of Ir. It is a curious fact that its limit coincide0
with the isoglott marking an ancient deaspiration. In no
Aryan language the four sounds k, th, j , jh are allowed
to be fuaed into one. The Ind. languages distinguish
between j and h, ir. and Kafiri between z and t, and only

'

are
Also Kati dudt "hand", Waig. dddt, Ashk. ddet, Yree.
probably diaeimilated from .zast, and not borr. from Pers. dz8t. The
enme is the case. I think, with at leaat come of the non-Persian Ir*
forma with 'd-, Psht. 168, Bhnghn. bun etc.

in the special Pereian dialect, where Ir. z developed into
d s t an early date, has the further change of i > z
been permitted.
h y a n *is(h) (1nd.-Eur. *sk(h) has become s in I r . and
(+h in lnd. The treatment in Kafiri is not clear. Konow
(1. c. p. 13) mentions Bashg. ats "come" : Skr. agaccha;
tsave "shade": Skr. c k y a - ; vatsa "shoe": Skr. avacchada-.
In Waig. we find ats, pe-ts~vo,vats& but in Ashk. -,
acava, vatsa, in Pras. vezil "shoe". Lumsden has "whchhz"
"shoe", "achzir" "shade". Kati and Ashk. tsin- "to break"
may be compared with Skr. chind-. The development of
&, juat as of i,
to ts reminds us of Ir., where also ss
and .c' are treated in the same way.
These are the only cases in which Ka6ri sides with
Ir. The occasional development of gu- into s'p- has no
direct connection with the I r . transition from s'v > sp.
It is very doubtful whether s v results .in sp in Kafiri.
The word for "sister" is Kati, Ashk. sus, Waig. sos,
Pras. siu,~,and I can only mention Kati aBpe "sweat"
(<wZda-?) as a very uncertain example of the transition.
sv > .Gp we find in Kati spai "porcupine", Waig. .$apaz
(Lumsden "shpai"), Ashk. lipati, cf. Skr. svavidh , in Kati
vuiup "horse", which is not necessarily an I r . loan-word,
and in Waig. pu,icr, paitir "father-in-law", Ashk. Kipasti
(iipos "mother-in-law"), which points to a form with the
Ind. assimilation of s v > .i.v before ,<. Bashg. pszir agrees
with Waig.; but the western Kati forms syzrr', styur',
estyur', sastyiir', tsastyiir' seem to point to a common form
* haslur < * tsatsur < s'a,4'2cra-.
The purely Ind. features are numerous in Kafiri.
Whatever we may think about the origin of the names of
the Mitanni gods Na-.+a-at-ti-ia, of Finno-Ugrian loanwords like Mordvinian more "lord" c a s u r a - , or of the
form Aaoat for ordinary A6a1, the transition from s to h
h~ been carried through in all known Ir. languages.
This process ,nust have taken place at such an early date
that it penetrated through the whole of the Ir. territory,
from Pereia to the Scythian steppes.

The preservation of s in Kafiri must be considered a
decidedly Ind. feature.
I n many cases the s has been palatalized through the
influence of surrounding sounds, e. g. in the terminations
of 2 sg. and 1 pl., Kati -is",-amis' <-asi, -am&, in Kati
mis'ta, mT'Gs'"'te "brain", Waig. naus'ta <Skr. mastiku-. In
several cases the common Indo-Ir. transition from s> s
after i, u has apparently not taken place, cf. Kati tyiis
"straw": Skr. tusa-; Kati masa, Ashk. musa "mouse" : Skr.
m@a-, etc. I n Kati vi9 "poison": Skr. visa- we find a
secondary palatalization of the s, while vis "n. of a bulbous
plant with yellow flowers, growing on the mountain slopes"
is probably connected with Skr. v?-sa- "a specie^ of bulbous plant growing on the Himavat".
The development of Aryan 4 (I use 4, k as symbols
for the Aryan representatives of Indo-Eur. k, g, without
entering upon the question of their exact phonetic value),
into s must also be very ancient in Ir., although later
than the transition from s > h l. In Kafiri we find i
and Is. I n the great majority of cases we find 8 ; but
in one or two cases all dialects have ts:
Skr.
Kati
Waig.
Ashk.
tsui L'empty'l
ts&
tsun
dzCnyaz;a~-~-,vasz*as'vats- "to bellow, low" vatstsenala Isinale gzta-3
tsyd "sharp"
kad-.
vakts-, kts- "to regard" 6kats*ava-bras-? a
z,wtsa'r' "pillow"
uts6
,<ukha-?
t.yd "branch"
tsa u

Waig t,.nin "dog": Skr. sun-, and Waig. kits, kets,
(Lumsden "kens") "hair", Prw. i,$-kitn : Skr. ke,$a- have
no representatives in Kati. tsar- lato break": Skr. dF(?)
is only known from Kati,

'

The name Aesztv was probably borrowed \,y the Persian8 in the,
form d4um- at a time when original 8 had hecome h, but rl had not
yet become 8. At that time 3 would bo the nearest Persian e(luivalent to a foreign 8 .
Perhapa it ie better to compare qpaRa- "pillow".

'

Kati arid Pras, have ts, but Waig. and Ashk. 9 in:
Pms.
Waig. Ashk.
Skr.
Kati
duts "10"
lez (cpu-lts"14") dii9
dus
daia
.,.wig3
WLSZ
zimsati92tsa "20"
dztZ
tsastyiir' "father-in-law"
pug fir iipasii svasura-.
Very doubtful is the connection between Kati krzc
"mountain-goat", Waig. tslv, Ashk. so, Pash. daro (cf.
Anglo-Saxon heorot etc. 3).
The cases in which we find 9 are much more numerous
and certain:
Kati
Waig. (Lumsden)
Ba, Jib "cold"
Bai l L head"
iai
"shai"
s"bl "cow-pen" gal
Baru "autumn" ioro
~ ~
iali "rice"
ieli-mai
t

kiul "clever"
k,iiJiila
Jtir "hero"
.tur "arrow"
poi "trap, net"
miup "horse"
Buveli "pregnant"
puiu, vugi "neighbour"
m&a "fly"
mugok
nat "to deetroy"
"shorn" ''tribute" ,+Gm
(Davideon)
"shak" "vegetables"
(Davideon)
vii- "to wish"
spai "porcupine" ,+apai
"spear' '
i't31
OX"
Jivagu
"village"
ded
"to mix"
rniiur-

Ashk. Pras.
giilti
ici
ji (3)
sal
soro
h ~ ;ire$
sali-ma

may& (3)
"shdm"

"shpai"

s'ipati
s'il, gal
"I~wli,9hh"
dLdesh" d8.4i

Slrr .

si'rasiala~iaradiali-(probably
[borr.)
kus'ulaiGraiarupasaahasvayati?
pyat ti-),ve$inmasanasdamya["peace"
&ka-

Bat generally 4r becomes s, as in the neighbooring
Dard language8 :
Kati
Waig. (Lnmsden) Aebk. Pras. Skr.
sidl "wolf"
Z
d~giilasipi, iigi (but also sip
"singh"
Jipg @pya~Yit~i)
"horn"
"gerd "beautiful" sipar
sggfirase- "to boil"
sratw-sam- ,,to reet"
vi-ham"tear"
usuk
airuSun (sun?) "navel" sunik
+@?a
s'roni-3
I am not able to detect any rules for the distribution
of i and is. They are both used as initials, finals, or
in an intervocalic position, and the neighbollring vowele
eeem to have nothing to do with their character. Cf.
Kati h
i < .siinya-; but Stir <iiira- ; vats- <ti(i4-, but vi6
< vas-, nus'- < nak. Nor is i t very helpful to consider
either the worde with 9, or thoee with ts to be loanwords, or to imagine that an unknown dialect, which
had ts in all casee, has influenced Kati and, to a lees
extent, the other Kafir languages.
Poesibly the fluctuation may be due to eome kind of
sandhi in the sentence, the results of which have been
generalized in different ways. We may note the difference between Kati ,+ii"headd", and ptsirt "on the head",
vzcts3rt "pillow". .s' cannot be derived from ts, or vice
verse, they must both have been developed from an
Aryan affricate, eomething like *ti, more a.rchaic than
Skr. s.
Corresponding to Skr. ks we find several eounds in
Kafiri: ts, c, c, .?, and, a* demonstrated by Konow (1. C.
p. 31), it does not seem to make any difference whether this
k+ represents an indo-Eur. *qs (**I)
or *km (*k$) (but c i
In this respect Kafiri again approaches Ind. With *ks we find:

'

E. g. in 8hina. The name of t h i ~people: ,Yiq is probabl~
derived from S'reqya- (cf. f i ~
''foam" (phenn-), snd i~ either an
ancient tribal name (cf. King Rimbiearn S'reqika), or imply mean8
"a tribeeman" from Breni- in the senee of "troop, company".

Waig.
- (Lumsden) Ashk. Pras. Skr.
ace
atsi iii
aksi- ( p l .
[aksini)
kit-kiir'o "armpit" kac-itk8
kg-ZogQ kaksaots
its iitru (?) rksaits "bear"
dat2 "right"
daksina"belly"
kuts
"kzctch"
katse
kuksi- l
'Ls~r~t~m"
Kati
aci "eye"

-

With *qs we have:
Kati
Waig.
maci "honey"
ma+

macerik "a bee"

Aehk.
maci

Prae.

m.acarik macarik

Sh.
ntiiksika- (Shina
[rniichi)
m a k s i k - (Shina
[miichari, Kohi[stan dialect ma[chari)
(ut-)ksarui-ksu-3
ksap- 3
ksata-?

ucar "poured out" cdy- "to pour out"
uutsav- "to sneeze" viciv"shd" "night" (Davidson)
' L ~ ~ ~ ~ d e d " $0
With *qs or *ks:
cui, cur'i "knife" CB
ksurikayuQ "demon"
y6.4
yu;
yaksa- 3
dr& "grape"
drlis
drai
rasix draksa-

Several of these etymologies are very uncertain, and
some of the words may be borr.; but still the confusion
remains. The other Dard languages generally have ~ ( h ) .
But the circumstance that they agree with Kafiri in
some cases (e. g. Pash. achi "eye" - before an i -; Khow.
orts "bear", Kal. "itz" Pash. de.?ek etc. "grape) seems
to indicate that these irregularitiee are ancient. sakh
"witness" (Lumsden), which presents the kh of the Ind.
languages of the plains, is probably borr., cf. Bashg.
"~ho~vh"(Davidson): Skr, s~k,yin-.As neither Skr. drak@ra-

'

Kati ktea (Hragr. kr'etea) "thigh", A ~ b k T
. . kikA, BI. klitea ''hip''
i~ probably n different, word. There me, however, some other case9
where the r' seems to be developed ~econdarily.

nor yaksa- are represented in Ir. i t is not probable that
the Kafiri forms with s, .3 are borr. from Ir.
One of the chief points of difference between Ind. and
Ir. languages is the treatment of the Indo-Eur. groups
of collsonants *tt(h), *dd(h), which a t a pre-Aryan stage
became tV(h), dzd(h). I n Ir. these groups resulted in st,
zd, while in Ind. t8t(h),like the old tst(h), became tt(h), and
d"(h) became dd(h), at any rate in some cases.
Only a few words containing such groups are met
with in Kafiri; but the treatment seems to conform to
that found in Skr. Thus Kati pr'enam "I give" (Skr. pra-da-)
has the past ptd "gave" (Skr. pra-tta-), Waig. pratoi, Ashk.
pr'ota, pldtd, cf. GB. 9la "give", Blztes "gave him" (LSI.).
Pras. uphlggo, aphlego "thou gavest" (LSI.) has been influenced by the present stem, cf. ophlizc "give". Also
*-patta- "fallen" has become ii-ptd in Kati, and rr, present
Il-pr'ham "I fall" has been formed on the pattern of
pr'iimrn I.
Other instances are Kati cit "intention, ~nind",Lumsden
"chit" "will" (Skr. eitta-); Waig. zitula "high", Lumsden
L'ittilldh" (Skr. uttha-, cf. Pash. uthul, Kal, hictala etc.);
Kati vutind,ram "I am standing", Waig. utinorn, Ashk.
utinestam (Skr. utthzta-); Waig. utd- "to place", Lumsden
"ictcitmn" (Skr. utthpaya-).
The only certain instance of dd(h) is Kati bidi "nlind";
but tbis may be a loan-word. Kati vudedd "guest, foreigner",
Waig., Ashk. vidi.<a might be derived from *ud-de.$a(cf. Av. twdaighu-). But i t is more probable that we
ought to compare it with Skr. ddeiya- (cf. Shina o . ~ r i ? ) ,
and that the d haa been preserved, as in Kati taidar'"to fear" (Skr. vi-d;), through the aasociation with the
uncompounded dei "villageo, still in use in Weig. (cf. K h d G in Bashgal). If Kati mdra- (Bragr. undra) "to fly",
Lahndn udrlrdr has anything to do with Skr. u!l-ai-,the
phonetic conditions are not clear.
The only certain instance of the treatment of Aryan

' In

similar WRY in Sindhi ~tiuthnand tiasitr are used witho1lt
cli~tinction aa pert. t.o vns- "to rain" end "to dwell".
R

Id is Ashk. @is "16" (Slrr. sodaia). Possibly Kati pizddd,
pidd "avalanche" may be connected with Skr. pi+ "damage,
devastation", cf. Khow. r e 3 "id.": Skr. risti- "injury,
damage", and Waig. tr6s "id." : Skr. trasa- "terror, anxiety".
According t o Meillet (Les Dialectes Indo-EuropQens,
pp. 63 ff.) an Indo-Eur. a is generally preserved in a n
interior syllable in Skr., but lost in Ir. We have e. g.
Skr. (nom.) duhita "daughter", but Av. duyba, Gathic
drcgada (disyllabic). Pras. 1tis'tu"LSI. ludtu) must represent
an old *dubhila, and not * d ~ g d h a , Probably also Kati,
Waig. jti, Ashk. zii should be derived from *dfLbti, which
is developed from dubhita in the same way as Torwnlak
dhu, Marathi dhGu etc. from "duhua < Skr. duhita.
Similarly we have Skr. tamisra- "darkness", but Av.
t@ra- (prob. < "tamsra-). The i is preserved in Waig.
trimis', tramad (note the palatalization of the s), cf. Kati
trem.s"-viir "evening", Bashg. "tremchuk" "lamp - lighting
time", Kal. "tramashzing "darknese". The met~thesisof
tamisra- to "tramisn- is in agreement with Dard phonetic
laws.
Kati pt6 "fell" should be derived from *patta-kn-, and
not from Skr. patita-. But in Skr. also the distribution
of set- and anet-forms is often capricious.
In this connection we may mention that Kati driiqzrf
"long", Ashk. drigalti, Waig. d!yalo (Skr. dirgha-, but Av.
daraya-) agree with Skr, in the treatment of f-.
The Kafir languages have 1 in about the same cases
as Skr. E. g. Kttti ,+dl "cattle-pen": Skr. sdlii-; Kati lu?
"blood": Skr. lohita-; Kati Zuk "light", Ashk. lev: Skr.
lagh?/,-;Kati pul "a pain", Ashk. pol: Skr. phala- ; Knti
ntiil "dirty": Skr. mala-; Kati nila "blue": Skr. niln-;
Waig. e l "year": Skr. r d a - ; Waig. la-, 1at.r'- "to find",
Ashk. kv?-: Skr. labll-; Waig. 1.ili- "to melt", Ashk. d i - :
Skr. ei-li-; Wi~ig.l& "shame": Skr. lajG-, etc. Some of
these words are probably later loan-words from Ind. If
Kati ~ z g i l a "lake" is connected with Skr. ~zira-"water",
Pahari (Blladrawal~i)nira "river", we have an exatllyle of
h f i r i 1 for Skr. r . O n the other hand me have Kati

m@rt "price", but Waig. mtild: Skr. rntila-; Kati tur- "to
weigh", (with r, but u of special Ind. origin): Skr. t&,
I n Kati n l r ' "valley, ravine", Ashk. n@, n&: Hindi ncih
the original sound is probably d, as in Kati &-'i "reed";
Skr. niicZi,- nabi-.
The Kafir language8 possess cerebral8 as Ind. I t is
not possible t o recognize the simple, intervocalic n, because dental n also often becomes cerebralized. E. g.
we find
;
- Kati k&' "blind", Ashk. k&i: Skr. k a ~ a - Ksti
vr'aic- "to sell", Ashk. va'rits-, vanits-: Skr. cane-; Kati
par', pdno "palm of the hand", Waig. pr'i, par': Skr.
piini-; but also Kati Zr'- "to kill", Waig. ji-,
i&'-: Skr.
han-; Kati zkrt- "to know": Skr. 5 - i't&'a "thief": Skr.
stena-. But na is kept apart from nd, e. g. Kati mu?tuk
"frog", Ashk. m u p d ~ k :Skr. manauka-; Ashk. and "penis":
Skr. anda-; Waig. land "id." : Hindi lantl; Kati &n, clu?t
"handle", Waig., Ashk. don: Skr. danda-; Kati k&?a"arrow",
Waig. ka*, kr'i, Ashk. k a ~ :Skr. kdqda-; Kati punyik
"abscess, boil" : Lhd. phu?zd& "to swell, inflate"
- ; Kati punu,
punu "calf of the leg", Waig. punizl, pure: Psht. (loanword) pandai, Lahnda pinni; Kati gana "stem": Pash.
gendz2; Kati l a p "bald", Ashk. lende: Hindi lunda "tailcropt,
stripped of leaves". But Kati gun "smell", Waig. gun,
Ashk. g6n: Skr. gandha-; Kati an&, andar "darkness",
Ashk. andara; Skr, andha-kara-; Kati kane "stem, trunk",
Waig. kana, Ashk. kanda: Skr. nkandha- (borr. in BadakshiPers. kanda "stem", cf. Mordvinian loan-word kana0
"umgefallener Banm" 3).
Kati ndt "dance", Waig., Ashk. nat are ~robablyind.
loan-words. But cf. Kati lad- "to lie", Waig. lap: Skr.
la!-, Pash. lad-; Kati palt- "to roll": Skr. Lct-, luth- (not
from *pall- = Prakrit p a - , Konow, 1. c., p. 28). We find
r' ill kar'd "bitter" < *krt-: Skr. katuka-, and in kil@rl
"cheese" (loan-word?) : Skr. kil&ta-. I n Kati katg ''atraw
of millet": Skr. kata- "grass, Sacoharum Sarau(?), and
Kati ace-pa@,,eye-lid", W aig. aeCpot, Ashk. atsi-pats : S b .
pafa-.patta- "cover, veil" (cf. Pers. parda "veil" <*~artakal
we find t. CE. also Kati gut "wrist": Lahnda gutfhi.

We also find t in cases where Skr. has preserved rt,
e.g. Kati kt6 "knife", Waig. katfi: Skr. kartari-, karttrkii-,
kattara-; Kati aciit "in three days", Ashk. a t s ~ t"id".,
flitsat "three days ago" : Skr. caturtha-. But in the group
rt the t has fallen out as in other intervocalic positions.
E. g. Kati kr'd "made" : S r "krtaka- ; nzr'd "dead" :
Skr. "mytaka- ; Bashg. 7car'd "knife" : Skr. "krtaka- (?),
cf. Torwalak "kerah" ; Waig. atar' "day after to-morrow"
< *-trta-.
I n some cases st also becomes t. E. g. Kati pti "back",
Waig. y&ati, Ashk. pisti: Skr. p p t h a - ; Kati gdt "barn":
Skr. gostha-; Kati kdt "branch": Skr. kastha-. Kati dlir'i,
dayi "beard", Waig. da, dar'a, Ashk. da1-i must, like other
modern Ind. forms, be derived from Skr. daahika- <
and Ashk. a-sir "five days hence" from -sa+tha-,
damstrh-,
...,
(cf. Lhd. verhdp. "to wind": Skr. vest-, rarh "field" : Skr.
rlistra-).
Some of these words may be borr., and the development is not carried through regularily; but it is decidedly
of an Ind., and not af a n Ir. character.
Further, groups containing an r as the second component are occasionally simplified. E. g. Kati bamdw
"wasp", Ashk. bamd, but Waig. brami: cf. Skr. bhramam-;
Kati gat-, gar't-, gr'at- "to tie", Ashk. git, but Waig. gronf:
Skr. grath-, grantha-; Kati gas "he-goat", Ashk. gaus,
Pras. gyodii, but Waig. gr0s ; Ashk. yuc "Aea", Waig. pl-tic '.
Also the preposition Ashk., Kati pa-,p- is probably connected
with Skr. pra, not with I r . pnti. Cf. Kati pamust "forgotten",
Ashk. parmis't, pumist,
.. Waig. pramo8t : Skr. pramrsta-.
P t regularily becomes t as in other Ind. languages.
E. g. Kati sut "7" etc.; Aahk. not "granddaughter":
Skr.
napti-; Kati pr'zliit "bed", Waig. pru.(.t "bed, dream",
Ashk. prust, plus: Skr. prasupti-. Even if the reuult is
the same in some Ir. languages, e. g. in Par. (h0t "'I"),
the development hns been different, Par. gilit "taken"
0

' These

wordo end Eastern Pash. %l.iic, Par. ruc are connected
w i l h the Germanic forma, Eng1. flea etc. Pmh. 0 . ~ i g ,L. lnguk point
to 8kr. plugi-, Khom. yulugtc, ~ s h t .v r q a (< *fruSa-, not *bruJn-).
6 - Knltnrtormknlng. C. I. 2.

having passed through the stages *giht < *grfta-. In
the same way kt becomes t in Kati avata "hungryo: Skr.
a-bhakta- I.
The later Ind. transition from d(h)y into j(h) is met with
in Waig. buZ-, buj- "to awake": Skr. budhya-; Kati m$
"middle", Waig. mE, Ashk. maz6: Skr. madhya-; Bashg.
purj- "to recognize, think", Lumsden "purojii~~"
"to comprehend", of. Baslrgarik "pfirjii-", Chilio purzd-, Shina pdnii"to understand", Sindhi purjh- (purdho): Skr. pa-budhyu-.
The transition of t(h)y > c is found in Kati tic "true"
< Skr. tathya-, cf. Romany taco, and in Ashk. vericc
"road" < Skr. *%pa-rathya-.
This survey of a few of the phonetic features of the
Kafir languages will have shown that in all but one or
two points they agree with Skr. as against Old Ir., aiid
that they have undergone some of the characteristic
phonetic developments of the modern Ind. languages.
The vocabulary is also, as far as it can be analyzed,
almost entirely Ind. It agrees especially with that of
the neighbouring Dard languages, but shows no special
connection with the adjoiniug Ir. dialects. I do not think
that this distinctly I n d , character of the Kafiri vocabulary
can be accounted for as being mainly the result of borrowings. Certainly Kafiri contains many loan-words, borrowed a t widely different periods; but the paucity of
"Islamic" loan-words shows she relative isolation of these
tribea.
Be may be expected, the vocabulary, like the ~honology,
show8 some points of special resemblance with Ir.
If we look a t the numerals, Kati, Waig. E. ev "1"
reminds ue of Av. aeca-. It may be borr. from Ir., or
it may be an old inherited form; to my mir~dthe latter
alternative seems to be the more rob able one. Waig.
Zh. dk is Ind., and Ashk. ac, Prag, i P i n stand isolated.
But K n t i avotin "thirsty" ( +tipn.treqn-, cf. A ~ h k tentk
.
"thirsty".
Also kg? becomes n in Kati, Aahk. t t n "wine" < tikfqa- "sh~rP,
pungent", c l . Waig. cukuvc "wine", cukrtvnlii "aour": 8kr. ctlkral'vinegar''.

We may note that also Pash., Khow. i differs from the
ordinar Ind. type. Kati etc. szi "6" resembles Skr. sap,
and shows no trace of the Ir. initial (x)s"u-. Kati yanits
('ll", Ashk. canis are formed in the same way as Av.
nivnndasa-; but this is probably the original Indo-Ir.
form (cf. Lat. iindecim < "oifzonzdek~p),and Skr. ekadasais a secondary formation, which is represented in Waig.
by y a i (cf. Pash. yGi, iiii, GB. j ~ g ) . A t least the Ashk.
form cannot be suspectred of being borr. from Ir. Waig.
t~ti.4(cf. Pash. triii, aliii, GB. 4laoni) seems to correspond
to Skr. trayodaia-, not to Av. *&idasa-; but in Ir., too,
we find Pers. s a d a h < "9rayaxdasa-, Psht. dyiirlas < *draylas. Kati trits, Pras. ciz can be explained in both ways.
Kati Btruits, Btroats, gtrets "14" may be compared with
Av. *ca9.rudasa-, but, as Professor J. Bloch has pointed
o u t to me, equally well with Skr. catu?-dasa-, with the
usual Dard metathesis into *catrudo. Waig. cadei, Ashk.
tsadis (Pash. cade etc.) <caturdaga-. Pras. cpults has been
influenced by cpii "4".
Ashlr. s*is "l(i", Lumsden "sullai.sh" are derived from
Skr. soaas'a- (cf. GB. gurus, Tirahi xola, Eastern Pnsh.
6 ) . Kati sets, Waig. $,?, Pras. usults are probably secondary formations from szi etc. (cf. Western Pash. sui,
~ h u i ,Shi~ia
etc.). Kati nits, Pras. nalts "19" tnay
be either Ind. or Ir.; but. Waig. &i, Ashir. osi, ves6 correspond to Slrr. ulzacimsati- (cf. GB. inib, Tir. kune). Kati
vafsa "201', Waig. viii etc. show no trace of the nasslization in Skr. vimiati-; but this does not appear in any
of the modern 1l;d. forms. Pras. iibezc "40" is probably
derived from *catcariat- (v. p. 50), cf. Av. ea9,uarasata1n,
but Skr. call:drimsnf-.
Regt~rding the ordinals it is impossible to decide
whether tri in Kati nlch-i "the clay before yesterday", atri
'.the day after to-morrow" corresponds to Skr. trtijya- or
to Av. Svit?/a-. Wnig. ntar.' poinbs to Slrr. trta-. Kati
a-cut "in three days", nnd similar forms in the other
(lialects, correspond to Slrr. caturtha-, not to Av. tztirya-,
or other Ir. forms.

It will be observed that, generally speaking, the Kafiri
numerals are more closely related t o the Skr. than to
the Av. forms.
A few other words seem to agree with I r . : Kati kan"to laugh", Waig. kan-, Ashk. ikon-: Pers. xandidan, Par.
khan-; Kati vr'i-, vZr1- "to see", Waig. vr'i-, Aahk. tip:
Av. vaen-; Kati r'av- "to reap" : Yaghnobi rtip- "to shear",
Skr. rup- "to break"; but perhaps r'av- is related to Skr.
1ti- "to reap". Ashk. drov- "to reap" may be born. from
Pers. durtidan, diravam.
Over against these few and doubtful cases we have
the overwhelming mass of purely Ind. words. It would
take us too far t o give a detailed list of such words, very
many of which will be obvious to anyone who looks
through Davidson-Konow's Bashgali Dictionary. I shall
therefore merely give a t random a few characteristic
words not mentioned in the preceding pages:
Kati etc. vag "rain". . Skr. varsa-; yuv "louse": Skr.
yuka-; b i "grain" : Skr. bija- ; use "medicine" : Skr. osadhi-;
v9v "daughter-in-law": Skr. z?adh~-,
pr'av- "to reach": Skr.
prfip-; res- "to low": Skr. ras-; yiv- "to copulate": Skr.
yabh-; met- "to churn": Skr. math-; Ashk. viZs "willow":
Skr. vetasa- ; mura "sweet" : Skr. madhura-; sarn@- "to
prepare, start1': Skr. sam-arth-; Kati m z k '"0 escape",
Waig. mtck-, Ashk. muc-: Skr. muc-; Kati, Ashk. 8iv- "to
sew", Waig. 9uv-: Skr. sic-.
Especially interesting are a few caees where Ind. and
Ir. employ words from the same root, but with a difference in the form or meaning. I n such cases Kafiri
always agrees with lnd. E. g.:
Skr. vasantaAv. vagharKati voszct "spring"
B
dhtimaPers. dud
B
dytim L'smoke"
B
godhfima- Av. gantzcmaB
gum "wheat"
~.PggaB
RTV~D
s i g i "horn"
B
824 " B U ~ "
stiryahvaramc- "to rlress",
D
6-mucpaiti-nzaokWaig. amicD
Jaru "autumn"
D
,sara&"id." r ~ardba-"~ear"

If we turn to the lnorphological system of the Kafir
languages, we cannot expect to find many traces of old
features which can be distinguished as Ind. or Ir. Even
originally such features were few, and the morphology
of Eafiri has undergone radical changes.
The termination of the 2 pl., Kati -ar' (v. supra p. 49)
is certainly derived from Vedic -tana, -thana (Konow, 1. c.,
p. 37). The corresponding form in Pras. is -en-o, and in
Waig. we find via-s8, vi6-sk "you beat" (sk < *sathana?).
This termination is not known in Ir. Konow also derives
the Kati absolutive in -ti from -tvi which is specifically
Ind., and is used in the Shahbazgarhi inscription. The
past part. niiind and tsinist are formed with a n n like
Skr. nisanna-, chinna-, cf. Av. -&&a-, sista-.
The termination of the 1 pl. -masi, from which are
derived Kati, Waig., Ashk. -mi,+,Pras. -wt?-o, is no doubt
common to Ancient Ind. and Ir.; but we 6nd no trace of
it in later Ir. languages, while i t is still in use in most
Dard languages (cf. Pash. -gs, -s, Ehow. -s-i etc.).
The Kati, Ashk. infinitive in -ste, Weig. -sta, cannot
be compared with the comparatively late, and specifically
Pers. infinitive in -istan (Konow, 1. c., p. 38). Possibly i t
may be a compound with some nominal form of the
root stha-.
It is tempting to compare the present base in n, Kati
yii-n-urn "I eat", Ashk. T. y&+-em,with the old medial
participle, Av. -ana-, but Skr. -&a- with long vowel. But
the preservation of intervocalic dental n in Icrtti makes
this explanation dubious. The Waig. causative in I hrwr
parallels in Pashai and in Lahnda.
None of the nominal terminations in the Kafir languages can, so far as I can see, be used as criteria of their
linguistic position. But the Kati genitive in -ste, -sta
(e. g. tuste "thy") reminds us of Pash. K. -st (tat).Other
Pash. dialects, and also Krtl. and Tir., have -5, which one
would naturally derive from -asya. I do not think -st can
in any way be connected phonetically with -asya, probably
either some other element has been added to -asya, or we

have here an altogether different element (-stha-?). -asJa
is preserved in Waig. Zh. taie-ba "his".
The Kafiri pronouns as a whole present many difficulties. It is not easy to explain e. g. the different forms
of the pers. pron. 1 sg. n. Kati uza, viits, Bragr. i, Waig.
K. apa, Zh. ye, Ashk. ai, Pras. acnzt?. The Kati and Pras,
forms can be derived from *athanz, and probably the other
forms also are corruptions of this word. The demonstrative
pronouns, too, are varied, and differ much from those of
the surrounding languages. Waig. ali "this" aeelns to be
related to East. Pash. el6 "this", Tir. le "this, that".
One point deserves notice : The interrogative neuter
prono1111 "what", Kati kai, Waig. kas, Ashk. ka, has a k
in accordance with Ind., not c as in Ir. On the other
hand we find in Ashk. tsii "who" (obl. ko) cf. Av. ci8,
and tsZt "how many", cf. Pers. cand, Old Pers. ciya-kara(< *kyat-), but Skr. kiyat-. (We have no reason to assume
a transition from ki- into ci, tsi in Ashk.). Pras. "pseheh"
"what" seems inexplicable l .
I think this survey of Kafiri will have shown that it
has far closer affiuities with Ind. than with Ir. And
while there is a gulf between Ka6ri and the neighbouritlg
Ir. languages, Puht., Par. and Minj., Kal. GB., and
Pash. agree with Kafiri in many points of phonology
and especially of vocabulary, and form a bridge connecting it with the purely Ind. languages.
Undoubtedly Kafiri ~ t a n d sin a somewhat isolated
position, and has to some extent been influenced by Ir.
a t an early date. Perhaps the Kafirs have crossed the
The re~ernhlancebetween this strange form and Ruruaha~kib i e m
i8 certainly accidental, like that hetween Waig. yE "I" : Rur. je, and
Pmh. K. mdmd "yon", Kal. mfmi: Rur. tnah mcti "you yourflelves".
Prima facie it is p o s ~ i h l ethat a pre-Aryan language connected with
Bnr. may have influenced Kafiri; hnt I am afraid it will he difficult
find any Arm 1 ) a ~ efor further c o m p n r i ~ o n ~Grieraon
.
considers the
Dard words for "iron", cimar t-tc., to he of Brlr. origin; hut a word
of this kind may have heen I~orr.l)ot,h h~ Rut. and by Ihrd from
some other aource. Is ci~nar,Rhow. clonur, connected with TllrLi~Il
timur, tenair?

Hindu Kush later than the other Ind. tribes. But they
have lived in close contact with the north-western Ind.
group, and their language is now essentially Ind. The
result of this contact is such, that the north-western hilllanguages of India now agree on many important points,
chiefly in vocabulary and regarding the preservation of
groups of consonants, and we may be justified in talking
about a Dard group of languages, even if we do not
consider it to be a separate branch of the Indo-Iranian
family.

KHOWAR.
The language of Chitral, Chitrali (Cetrd'ri) or Khowar
(Khoca'r, Khiuvii'r), was not, strictly speaking, included
in the group of languages which I intended to study.
But one of the government servants in Bagh-i-Babur in
Kabul was a Chitrali from Teric under Teric MGrl who
possessed a great store of Kh. folklore, and I thought
it worth while to make myself acquainted with this
interesting language, about which, after all, very little
has been published. I wrote down quite a number of
Kh. fairy-tales and songs. The songs were short and
lyrical, the tales very long and coniplicated, many separate themes being interwoven.
On the may down, I had an opportunity of conversing
for a short time in Peshawar with a native from Kaln
D1.oshI on the southern border of Chitral; but there seems
to be little dialectic variation, except as regards a few
peculiarities of pronunciation (e. g. c a ~"A", palzj "5",
hers "bear" for ordinary ear, p6nj, orts).

'

Arc. to Riddnlph (Tribes of the FIindli Knsh, p. 69) the word
is used in Kh. in the sellse of "moiint~in". My informant only
knew i t in this place-name. A t any rate i t should he compared with
skr. Merlc-, cf. tlie Shinn nnme of Nnnga Parhat: Dia-Mi?. ,,The
r)ivine Mountain" (1). I'rof. Konow sug~e.stethnt teqic lnny be Skr.
*firir from tirymfc- "ohliqne, t,rancrverse",cf. g~mtynflc: pratfc-. (Calnnd,
A()., IV, p. 9, r n ~ n t ~ i othe
~ ~ ef . tirici- from the V~dhiila~litra.)
According
to {be maps the geng1-nphical position of the ~nollnt,nini~ one which would
in Pu'nrwny ~lntrirnllgearn for it the corrc~pondingname "~verfjellet".
~J~~~

Very characteristic of Kh. is its distinct and little flue.
tuating pronunciation, in which respect i t stands in marked
contrast to the neighbouring Kati language with its extre.
lnely oscillating pronunciation. The morphology, too, ie
easy and comparatively regular ; and generally speaking
Kh. is an easy language to learn. While the notation
of Kati gave me a good deal of trouble after I had
worked a t the language for a long time, I was able to
write down Kh. tales fairly easily after about a week.
It would seem that the different characteristics of
these neighbouring languages are due to the historical
conditions under which they have developed. While the
Kafir languages developed their peculiarities during a very
long period in undisturbed seclusion, Kh. may have been
regularized through being adopted by immigrants who
mixed with the original population. Sir G. Grierson
(LSI., VIII, 2, pp. 3 and 133) considers that of all the
Dard languages Kh. is the one most nearly related to
the Ir. Ghalcha languages, and he thinks that the Kho's
came from the north later than the other Dard tribes.
As explained above (pp. 50 ff.), I do not think that the
Dard languages, apart from Kafiri, possess any Ir. features. The loss of the aspiratiorl of voiced stops is of
comparatively recent date. And the development of S V ,
st7 into ,rp, Ap which is regularly carried out in Kh. (e. g.
ispusur "sister", iRpgru "white", iipaiur "father-in-law),
and is also found in other Dard languages, in Kh. also affects
sm, ,t;m (e. g. ispa "we" < "spa < *"ma < *mza-, g r i q
"sunimer" <gri.?ma-). This development is not identical
with the Ir. transition from .<t, to q, which is not a
feature of the south-western dialects (Pers.), nor of those
in the north-eaet (Sak. and Wakhi), with which Kh. is
moat closely connected. On the other hand the transition
is known already from the dialect of the ~hnhbazgarhi
inscription of Asoka (e. g. spaswzay "of the sisters", -a,@
cC *-abmi, suff. of loc. sg.). Cf. also Kabuli-Pers. ruspdn
"rope" <rismun.
In fact Kh. ie, on the whole, the most archaic of all

modern Ind. languages. It is with some astonishment
that one hears a pure Skr. word like a.?ru "tear" from the
mouth of an unlettered Chitrali. Kh. is the only Ind.
language in which Sr remains unaltered (cf. also i'ron
"hip"). I n addition, rt, rd, which have been assimilated
everywhere else, except perhaps in the adjoining Kal., are
kept (e. g. h&di "heart", gordoz "ass" . Skr. gardabha-,
bardcjx "axe": Skr. vardh- "to cut", bort "stone": Kati
vott, Kurd. bard). The only group with r which has been
assimilated is rs, where r is in a very weak position (bas
"rain": Skr. varsa-, but pra,? "rib". . Skr. pariu-, with the
common metathesis of r , cf. Shina praii).
Further the preservation of an inbervocalic t as r
(through b, e. g. bigir "20", Por "loo", ser "bridge") is
a very archaic feature, with parallels only, to some extent,
in Shina, some Kohisbani dialects and Romany.
The only strange feature in the phonetic development
of Kh. is that of d- into j- in some cases: jG "2", jog
"10", jos- "to see", &r "daughter". The only explanation
I can offer is, that the d- has been palatalized through
the influence of the palatal s' in da.fa-, dari-, and owing
to the i in duvi (Shahbazgarhi), duhita. iur, instead of
*jur, has been influenced by i a u L'son". Cf. Badakhshi
Pers. juRidan <dogidan "to milk".
In the field of morphology we find remains of old
suffixes in the termination of the abl. -ar (<*&to), and
of the instr. -en (<-elza), and in the nom. pl. (of inaniAmong the verbnl forms we
mate things) -en (< -&).
may note asum, asus, asup. "1 am" etc. (*asam;, *asasi,
*al~ati),and the distinction between the primary suffix
in a,susi "we are" (< *asammi), and the secondary in
asitam "we were" (<
Very interesting are the imperatives 2 sg. det ''give"
(<daddhi, cf. bat-im "1 bind" < baddha-), gane(h) "take"
(<,qh.ncihi), 3 sg. dzyrir "may he give" (<dadatu), ga@r
"may he take" (<: g~hn~htu).Possibly traces of the augment are preserved in some irregular verbs; e. g. born
"I can": o-betam "1could"; brium "I die": o-britai "he died";

neim " I take out" ; onditam "I took out" ; ier "it is" (<dete) :
o-s'oi "it was" (<aiayat): ,%born "I eat": o-yotam "1 ate1'.
The vocabulary contains several Skr. words not found
in other Ind. dialects; e. g. vesG "arrow": Skr. iszc-; ai
"~erpent": Skr. ahi-. I n some cases we find words in
Kh. which have their counterparts only in Vedic. E. g.
ialc "son" -. Skr. yahu- (acc. to Naigh. = apatya-, acc. to
Say. t o RV., VIII, 60, 13 =putra-); $iimeni "rope": RV.
sytiman- ; hardi "heart1' : AV. hdrdi- ; pulustc "flea" : RV.
etc. plufi-, but Waig. przic, Shina pr&u; byen- "to shear" :
RV. bhri- "to injure, hurt" ?
Especially interesting are the Kh. words which correspond to words only mentioned by the grammarians and
lexicographers. E. g. :
oc "light blue" : Skr. Lex. ak,ya- "blue vitriol" (cf. Pers.
ct.a.gin "blue1', Av. axs'aena- "dark-colouredl'3).
a?2, ti!$ "mountain" : Skr. Lex. ani- "the point of a needle
or of a sbarp stake, corner of a house, etc." Cf. Norw.
tind, pigg "peak, mountain", originally "spike, pinnacle".
kas- "to wander about": Skr. Naigh. D h ~ t u p .kas- "to go,
more".
kwmt-i "whore" : Skr. Lex. kumbhu-,cf. Av. xumba- "pathicus".
ehan "leaf": Skr. Lex. chdana-.
tlturu "spitting: Skr. Lex. thzithu- "imitative sound of
spitting", cf. Shina thG "saliva".
dist "span": Skr. Lex, disti- "a ltind of measure of length",
cf. Shina dit, cli.i.t, Av. di.i.ti-.
puli "rotten", "addled" : Skr. Lex. ytilya- "empty or shrivelled grain of corn", cf. Marathi pol.
bil "cover of a pot" : Skr. D h ~ t u p .nil "to cover".
berti "quail" : Skr. Les. vartikii-.
hoik "bird": Skr. Naigh, vayn-.
?lOT "aun": Skr. Lex. aru-.
2-aznii "garlic1' : Skr. Lex. u.y!a- "onion".
siri "barley": Skr. Lex. sitya- "corn, grain".
hon "inundetionl : Skr. Lex. hanu- "anything which destroys life".
Finally we may mention in this connection two wor(1~

not found in Skr., but existing in other Indo-Eur. languages: Eh. bispi < "caspi- "wasp" (cf. Waig. vagj~ik,and
the words mentioned AO., I, p. 278); jarnii "twin", which
cannot be compared with Skr. yama-, because y- becomes
B in Kh., but seems t o be connected with Lat. geminus.
etc., from the root "gem-.
If we try to determine the position of E h . within
the Dard group of languages, we find that it is separated
from Kafiri by Inany isoglotts, not only in cases where
Kafiri differs from all the rest of the Dard languages,
but also in the treatment of nt, v- etc. Nor does the
vocabulary of Kh. shorn any special relationship to Kafiri.
Kal. is closely related to Kh., but on the other hand
agrees in many points with Kafiri. Possibly i t is rather a
mixture of, than a connecting link between Kh. and Kafiri.
With the Paah.-GB. group Kh. has no special connection, apart, perhaps, from the employment of the
root si- as an auxiliary.
With Shina, and to some extent with the Kohistani
dialects, which are closely related to Shina, Kh. shares
some phonetic characteristics, e, g. the transition from
nt, nd > n, from v- > b-, and the retention of -1- in
some form. The transition from v- > b- is also found
in Kal. and in Tir. (which on the whole agrees more
closely with Koliistani than with Pash.). This northwestern group of languages with b- separates Lahnda and
the other languages of the plains which have v, from
Paah., GB., and Kafiri. And in its turn i t is being
separated from the westernrnost offshoot of the eastern
languages with h , vix. Westera Pahari and Rambanisiraji, by tlie intervening Kaslini. At any rate, phonetically there is no very wide gulf between Kh. and Shina, as
asserted by Kuhn (Album Kern, p. 221). Moreover traditions
and historical evidence irldicate tllnt Cllitral always had
more conlmunication with the Shin country and with
Kohistan, than with the Kabul region, through tbe nearly
impassable Kunar va,lley which W R B infested by the wild
h f i r tribes.

Kh. also shows striking similarities with Shina in
vocabulary. Only a complete list of the special agreements would conclusively prove the connection between
the two languages ; but some characteristic examples will
suffice to indicate the relationship. E. g. Kh. Sh. khoi
"cap"; Kh. pogy "foot: Sh. p6pko "footstep"; Kh, mik
"urine" : Sh. mike; Kh. paial "herdsman" : Sh. pa"yatg,
Garwi payal; Kh. iiilox "tale": Sh. dilcik; Kh. iskim "silk":
Sh. sikim ; Kh. marestan "slave" : Sh. m6rista"n; Kh. mrac
"mulberry" : Sh. maroq; Kh. tul "fat": Sh. thiilz';; Kh.
pilili "ant" : Sh. philili; Kh. iargc "dung" : Sh. JGrgzi;
Kh. prlis" "rib" : Sh. pra$ ; Kh. gacleri "mad" : Sh. gaderzi;
Kh. lov "fox": Sh. 26i; Kh. cumutkir "young woman":
Sh. ctima'tkir, Bur. "choomictker" ; Kh. keZZ : Sh. ka'relzi,
Bur. "khr6lo"(?) l.
It is probable that several of these words have been
borr., either by Kh. or by Sh.; but at any rate they show
that the two language8 must have been in close touch
with each other.
I n order to demonstrate the isolated position of Kh.
Grierson (LSI., VIII, 2, p. 133) gives a list of 24 Kh.
words which differ from those of other Dard languagee.
Several of them are borr. from Ir., such as sor "head",
ist& "horse", Grin "sweet" etc. Others like asur ''he is",
Eau "son", kut "sour" are good old Ind. words, and a
few, like mud "husband", b o l t "stone" have corresponding
forms in other Dard languages. In some cnsee we find
that the other Dard languages do not all use the same
word. There remain only a few words, in respect of
which all the other Dard languages quoted in the list
a p e e as against Kh. It ia not surprising that such cage6
should occur, and the list might certainly be added to;
but I do not think i t goes far to prove that Kh.
been thrown in as a wedge at a comparatively recent
date, separating the eastern and western groups of Dard

' Common to Kh. and R n r n ~ h m k l are nl~oKh. kipini "spoon":
Bar. "kuppun", hut Sh. kwa'i; Kh. hk "throat": Bur. "bonk"; Khd0ri "large ~ p o o a " :Bur. "ddriW.

dialects. I n fact, I do not think there is any important
pint in which Sh., Kafiri and Pash. agree as against Kh.
But even if we consider Kh. to be a n entirely Ind.
language, and having no special genetic connectiou with
Ir., we must admit that i t has been influenced, as is only
natural, by its Ir. neighbours to the north and west.
But 1 do not think that this influence has affected
the phonetic and morphological system of Kh. to any
extent. The clevelopment of spirants (kh>x in mux "face",
-9-> y in noyor "town", t > *b > r in ser "bridge") may
be due to Ir. influence; but i t is quite possible that it
is a purely internal development l.
The only certain instance of Ir. influence on Kh. morphology are the numerals 11-19.
While all other Dard
languages have preserved the old forms (e.g. Kati yanits "1I",
dits "12"), Kh. and Kal. have adopted the same system
which is found in the I r . Pamir dialects (e. g. Kh. jo8-i
"ll", jog-jii "12": Shughni bis-at-yiw, bis-at-bioU'n etc.).
The vocabulary of Kh. has been subjected to strong
Ir. influence from different sources. The modern Pers.
loan-words are of course numerous, but of no special
interest. Among the other loans from Ir. there is a small,
but linguistically important group of words which are not
found in any of the modern neighbouring languages, or
whose phonetic form shows them to be derived from
sollle unknown, possibly Middle-Ir. source, or from different sources. (Several of these comparisons have alrendy
been made by Tomaschek, Centralas. Stud. 11). E. g.:
Kh. haren "mirror" < *&bdn: Pers. ayina, Bal. adept.
nim& "prayer" : Pers. namaz.
cazur "spinning-wheel": Pers, cam "wheel".
"ram
"pregnant" : Pers. giran "heavy", Soghd. yiran.
iiir "poison": Pers. zahr, Turfan Pehl. kahr.
vrazni "pillow" <*13arzni: Pers. biili.4, Av. barazii-, Bal.
barzi "bag, cloth covering for a, bundle", borr. in
Brah~iiharzi "pillow", Skr. upa-barhani- "covering".
frax "wide": Pers. farax, Pehl. fruh.
' Cf. placenames like ABnaynr FTaehtnngar, and h'nghrtr in Mohlnand
))

territory,

Kh. cat "pool, lake", poss. from an earlier form of Wakhi
cat "id."l, cf. Av. cat- "well", Pers. ciih. From thie
latter word is probably borr. Kh. ceh "well".
3
zZrc "yellow" is borr. from Ir., cf. Pers. zard, Shughni
zerd. The form from which the Kh. word has
been borr. must have been something like *zirti,
cf. Bal. kiirc "knife", Shughni kdrc "steel" < *kkrti-.
Other apparently Ir. words, but of uncertain origin are:
Kh. xatan "house", cf. Gabri xada, Pers. kada.
* duvarth "door", cf. Old Pers. duvar9.i- "portico".
supuk "hoof": Av. safa-, Skr. Sapha-.
vrazun "wing": Psht. vazr, Minj. wdzargci, Oss. baxtkr,
Orm. bazar, Pers. bid (< *bar2 < *bazr-?).
menu "guest" <*mehn-<* m a i h n - 3 ,cf. Pers. mihmkjz,
Psht. melnaa, Av. maesman-.
Probably druxum "silver" has also been borr. from
Greek. through Ir. B.
But the greater number of the correspondencee between
Kh. end Ir. are with the Pamir dialects, especially Wakhi.
I n some cases Kh. has evidently borr. from Pamir:
Kh. xeZ "sweat":
W . xi1 < *'xciaidu-.
rigis "beard":
r e y 3 (Hjuler: yyii, rgii),
Pers. rid etc.
andau "fever":
andau < *hantiipa-.
vor "smell":
vfil< *pob < *baudi-.
* .$ontzi "raven":
,?6nd, cf. Oss. suttth. Sak.
v e r k ~"lamb":
vurk.
[$,4tcnda-.
* tapar-zing "battle-axe" :
tipar, Pers. tabar-zin.
xora "mill" :
xudarg, Par. xZra etc.
(<*rvat-ara-,not *m~artn-')roxni "live coal":
ruxnig "fire", Sangl. r6pnai.
SOT "head" :
Ishk. sRr, sur, Zeb. s6r.
* kot:or "pigeon":
Yd. kotou < :fikozuob. The 1)
shows that the Kh. word cannot be
normally developed fro111Skr. kapotn-.

'

Bnt cf. also Pera. c d "fovea".
I s alao Sh. and Hnr. gtdpltr "prince" borr. from eome Ir. flource~
rf. Turfan Pehl. t:iaplchr?

'

Kh. roiti "daylight": S a ~ g l .vubt, but also Torwalak Eut

"morning" < rus't, Bashk. ret, Shina
lustaiki "to-morrow" l.
s tti- "to say":
Shughni tow- (3).
Pers. dabt. Kh. has borr. from Yd.
I& "plain" :
or some other dialect with I < b.
In other cases it is difficult to decide which way the
borrowing has taken place, or whether both Kh. and the
Pamir dialects may have borrowed the morde from some
common source.
Kh. doyu'r "finger-nail" :
W. d i g l ~ ' ~ .
gaggfi'r "entrails" :
iigg~'~.
u paz "breast" :
piiz.
dzdx "thorn":
zax.
bizbar "vulture" :
bispiir.
naik "beak1' :
u
niick, Sar. niisk.
waxti'r.
uxii'r "ladder" :
u vai "hatchet":
s wajhk.
cidin "brass-pot" :
Ishk. cudarz.
Some words are found in many languages of the
Hindu Kush, both 011 the Ind. and on the I r , eide. E. g.
Kh. sapik, ,,breadv, Bur. capik, W. dapik, Sar. xpik,
Shughni sapik "bread eaten a t festivals". Pers. xapak
"id." is probably of Painir origin, as the x can only be
explained on that supposition.
In several cases it appears that the Kindu Kush di:tlects on both sides have preserved old words which have
disappeared in other Ind. or Ir. languages. W e may
mention Kh. t i r t "a ford", W tiirt (not necessarily borrowed), Skr. tirtha-; I<h. koy "milcl dog", Sh. ko, W. kill.,
Sar. kazlj, Skr. kokn-; Pashai vyal "night", Kumauni b y 2
evening", Chilis Biydi "yesterday", Sh. biilii (Gurezi
bydk~),Baehkarik ,id, and on the Ir. side Yaghn. wio9.a
"night" (Tomaschek), Shughni hiyd'r "yesterday ", Yazgh.
hiyi'r. I rs~n not able to unravel the nature of the connection between these words, nor of that between Kh.
pizl "shoulder-blade", Sh. phyauG (phyfilu, "shoulder")
))
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Prob. Ind.. cf. 8 k r . ncgnt- " ~ h i n i n g , bright".

Kashm. phyok1&,Pashai pi, Romany phiko, and W. j a k ,
Shughni fyak (also Kurd. pawl, pi1 "shoulder"), nor that
between this group of words and Kh. phi "wooden spade",
W. pii "shovel", Sar., Ishk. fii, Shughni fe, Par. phi etc.
I may also mention another word which shows that
the Aryan languages on both sides of the Hindu Kush
have influenced each other.
I n Kh. the same verb, infin. dik, 1 sg. preter. phretam
is used both in the sense of "giving" and "beating". The
same is the case with Gawar-Bati 91a (imper.), Sh. of
Chilas deh, and with Tirahi de. Probably we have to
do with the roots (pra)-dd- and -dhli-l.
An exact parallel to this is founcl in Sar. where we
find bddao "to give" and "to beat", the only divergence
being in the past part. bRdj "given", but bdbj "beaten".
I n most other Pamir dialects, in Par. and in the eastern
Tajik dialects, we find similar relations between the two
verbs. But the phonet,ic questions are so complicated
that I shaU not enter into them here. I n some languages
there also appears to have been borrowing from Tajiki.
It is only necessary to note that there must be a connection between the strikingly parallel developments in
the Ind. and Ir. Hindu Kush languages.
I n many cases the Pamir dialects, and especially W.,
have evidently borrowed from Ind. Some of the lo(z11s
are recent, and the words have probably passed through
the Persian of Afghanistan : E. g. Shughni j6r "well in
health", nuj6r "unwell", catckye "chair" etc.
Then there is a series of words which seem to be
Ind.; but whose source it is difficult to determine: E. 8.
w. k%d "wife" : Skr. kantd-; ramot "ruminating" : Skr.
romantha-; ck0r "partridge": Skr.cakora-;W. dzir "belly",Ishk.,
Zeb. der reminda us of Shina ddr, and Shgh. keic "belly" of
Paah. etc. kzic. With W. kiitr "thread" cf. Wrtig. i d r

'

Also 8kr. hgaya- "to flx" shows the same ~erna~iological
deyelo~ment. V. the examples given by Rloch (Langne Marnthe, P. 3 9 9 ) ~
e. g. hhr. l6r?aem "placer au~.",Rash"). ldy- "Trapper" etc., to which
may be added Ashk. lanzcm "I beat".

"cord" (Pash. ,it% "single hair"?). Shgh. ,<and "lip" is
certainly, like Psht., Par. iun4, borr. from Ind., cf. Kh.
i t i ~ ,Hindi sung etc.
Cf. also Zeb. cut "small" : Hindi
cotti; Ishk. kdndah "thorn" : Skr. kanfa-.
I also suspect Zeb. bruj "birch" of being borr. from
Dard, like Psht. barj "birch-bark". This would both
explain the b-, the transposition of the r , and the ,j
(v. Geiger, Etym. d. Afghan., p. 29). An original Zeb.
word corresponding to Skr. bhiirja- would probably be
something like *varz (cf. Oss. barz). Shina jizi "birch",
(jris "birch-bark") is derived through *j$ < *jzit from
*bruj- < bhiirj-.
From Kh. are borr.: Sangl. patak "eyelid": Kh. patok;
Shgh. rist, rist "avalanche" : Kh. rGt <Skr. risti-; W., Ishk.
kapal "head, skull": Kh. kapcil; W. Bi'uan: Kh. Bimgni;
W. $apt "wolf ", Sar. xi8p < sapta- : Kh. .?apir < *sapita"cursed" (cf. Kh. peiiru "flour": Skr. pista-); W. pun "palm
of the hand", Shgh. b a : Kh. pan; W . truc "bitter": Kh. trok.
The close connection between Kh. and the Pamir
dialects, and especially W., which we have tried to demonstrate, is easy to understand on account of the geographical
situation of the languages in question. Perhaps a comparatively recent immigration from Badakhshrtn into
Chitral, an immigration known to local tradition, may
have brought Pamir words into Kh. The disappearance
of the distinction between the genders in Kh. may also
be due to such influence. On the other hand Chitral
has always been a richer and more populous district than
Wakhan, and this lnay explain the influence which Kh.
has exerted on W.
I am inclined to think that this influence has been
stronger than the loan-words mentioned lead us to suspect.
Tomaschelr (p. 827) is certainly right in deriving W. gen.
plur. ,vpu "of us" from Kh. ispa "we, us". The resemblance can scarcely be fortuitous, considering the other
connections between Kh. and W. But the word is not,
as he supposes i t to be, developed from sva-; i t represents
the Ind. base asma-, with sp < so < sm. The initial
6 - Kulturfor~kning. C. I . 2.

vowel was lost, and i is secondary as in ispusar "sister",
i g p a u "white". The W. form was borrowed when Kh.
still had *spa.
. The pers. pron. 2 pl. is now in Kh. pisa "you". Thie
is the form I always heard, and is the one given in the
LSI. and by Munshee Feroze Din (Handbook on Chitrali
and Gilgiti Languages). The older sources, however,
Hayward, Leiher, Eiddulph, Davidson and 0'Brien have
bisa, and similar forms. This is evidently the more ancient
form, which has recently been influenced by the p in ispa.
bisa in its turn must be explained as a development from
*bsa < *z;sa < *vasa-, a stem formed on the analogy of
asma- l.
Now corresponding to sp6 "our" we find that W. baa
saw "your", which is also a form that cannot be explained
as coming from Ir. It may therefore be suggested that
saw has been borr. from Kh. *.t.sa, with metathesis of the
v, which wae part of a difficult group of consonants.
Similar cases of metathesis are known in W., cf. yark
"work" < k6r (Soghd. arkn, cf. Junker, Sitz. Beidelb. A.
W., ph.-hist. Kl., 1914, 14, p. 23).
The nom. sak(i.3) "we", sii(is't) "you" are difficult to
explain; but the latter may have been formed from
the genitive on the model of yazi "their", yaiit "they".
Here -v ie the old case suffix -by6, and suv was felt to be
a similar form. W e must remember that the personal
pronouns in W. are, on the whole, irregular in their
formation. The oblique form ma2 "me" may be derived
from *mazya- (cf. Skr. dat. mahyam), and from the nominatives wuz "1", tu
are formed the genitives iii
< *azya, ti < *tuya, cf. xat "self", gen. lcii < *xvaya. tao
< lava is used, not as a gen., but ae casus obliquus. Within
this varied crowd of pronominal forrne even foreign word0
might have been adopted. At any rate it is the only
explanation I can find to account for the W. f ~ m
mentioned.

'

Poseibly *$pa
with 'spa.

<mma-

we8 lost on ecconnt of ita similaritS

But the Kh. influence must have been very strong in
order to impress pronominal forms on W., and we may
ask if it is only a n accident that Kh., the Ind. language
which has best preserved the groups of consonants with
r as second component, and W., which occupies the
same position within the Ir. family, are close neighbours.
We know how unstable the old Ir. groups of spirants
r have been, and that especially 9r has been replaced
and assimilated in the most divergent ways in the modern
Ir. tongues. Only W. has saved the situation hy retracing
its own steps, thus differentiating the sounds which were
in danger (e. g. putr "son" <pu8-ra-, sokr "red" <suxt-a-).
In W . we certainly have a reaction, and not a retention
of the original occlusives. The prefix fra-, being unaccented, has become ra-; but *fruc- "flea" has resulted in
pric "bug", fraw- "to wash" in puru- (cf. Gr. Ir. Ph. I,
2, p. 303. W. p ~ i i tetc. "before, formerly" < *fr-?).
The question whether the influence of Kh. has been
active in this development peculiar t o W., and in what
manner such an influence might conceivably have worked,
is an interesting problem, but one which is difficult
to solve.
The result of this survey is that Kh. and the Pamir
1angua.ges show distinct traces of long and close contact;
but that the clearly defined line of demarcation between
Ind. and I r . is in no way blurred on this part of the
linguistic frontier.

+-

PASHAI.
The Pashai (Paiai') language was one of those which
I had the best opportunity of studying. Previously it
was known only through the vocabularies of Burnes,
Leech and Rrtverty, and through the account given in
LSI., VIIt, 2, pp. 89 ff.
With the kind assistance of Sardar Muharnmad Zaman
Khan I got hold of a young boy, Abdur Rashid, who
had just come to Kabul from his native village Laurovan

(Laurov6n)' on the upper Tagau, and who had a very
slight knowledge of Pers. in addition to his Pashai mothertongue. I worked with him for several months. Though
not very intelligent, he became, when trained, a useful
informant, and proved a real mine of Pash. songs and
tales.
The Pashais are a singing people par excellence, and
they have retained some sort of national culture, at any
rate in the more remote parts of their country, where
they have not been too strongly subjected to the levelling
Pers. influence.
They are generally gay and pleasure-loving people,
fond, not only of music, but also of flowers, which they
cultivate outside, and sometimes on the roofs of their
houses. They have also got names for comparatively
many flowers in their language, while the Kafirs generally
only know the single word pus" "flower", and an Ashkun
man who was questioned about the names of flowers,
declared: "How can we have a name for a thing we do
not eat?"
The Pash. songs are lyrical or epical (so-called hanani's
"killing-songs"). I n the autumn, after finishing the harvesting, the young people go about from village to village,
singing the new eongs of the year. The lyrical songs
chiefly come from &bin, and are composed in the dialect
of that valley. The reason - I was told - is that the
Ozbinis neglect their prayers, and are in consequence
visited by fairies, who give them the inspiration for their
songs. Even people from other valleys try to imitate

' According t o Ahdlir Rashitl there is a care juat above Lnurovan,
called K a l n t a ~ i k u c ,excavated "by kafirs, not by God", and containing
seven roorns Hie grandfnther had Been lots of ~ t a t u e s (butg) there;
b u t they had heen destroyed, end now only their feet remained,
"a whole regiment" of them. They were painted, white, blue and
red, and made of a material lighter than stone, prohahly plaster. 110
had himself Aeen nn i m r n e n ~ e log of wood with carvings of blcfb
which had, however, been hiirnt Rome tinle ago. - This cave seen13
he t h e r e m ~ i n sof a vihEm, showing how fnr Haddhism once Penetrated into the wilds of K o h i ~ t a n .

the &bin dialect in their lyrical compositions, the actual
result of course being a mixture of local forms, real 0zbin
words, and false hyper-ozbinisms. But I was able to
satisfy myself that real 0zbin forms were preserved, a t
least to some extent, in the songs recited by my informant
from Laurovan. There are also special songs composed
by women, which a man would not sing if any woman
were present.
My second Paah. informant came from the extreme
north-western part of Pash., and indeed of Indian-speaking
territory, from the village of Slitha "The Village" (in
Pers. Kohnadeh) close to Gulbahar, where I more or less
kidnapped him, and took him with me to Kabul. Later
on I got hold of a man who spoke a very similar dialect,
and claimed to be a native of the Shutul valley. This
was denied by the Parachis who came from this place;
but a t any rate his home cannot have been far from
Sa.tha.
I n Kabul I also had an opportunity of collecting short
vocabularies of the dialects of Ishpi and Iskyen near
Laurovan, of &bin and of Najil (NezalLz,locally Nagulo'm)
in the Alishang valley. I n Jallalabad and in Peshawar
on my may home, I met people from Kachur-i-Sala,
Mangu and Nirlam in the Alingar valley, from Charbagh
in Laghman, from Kunar, Darra-i-Nur and Waigel (probably the lowest part of that valley), who spoke different
dialects of Pash.
I may also mention that in Kabul I met a boy who
professed to come from Ghein in Pachaghan (Darra-i-Ghain
of the Survey map). His language was a, fantastically
perverted "secret language", its foundation was, as
one would expect, R dialect closely related to the Laurovan
one, but agreed in some respects with Satha. He
insisted upon this jargon being the real language of his
village, and did not understand, or feigned in a very convincing way not to understand, the dialect of the Satha
and Latirov~11men, with whom he conversed in Pers.
It will be seen that the Pash. language is more wide-

spread than is indicated in the LS1. (But the name of
a village in Andarab Pashai K m a n can hardly be taken
as a proof that i t was ever spoken north of the Hindu
Kush).
It is split up in many dialects, and the difference
between them is much greater than might be suspected
from the accounts given in LSI. of the closely related
dialects of Charbagh and the lower Kunar. My Laurovan
boy had to converse in Pers. with the man from Satha,
and neither of them understood the Laghman dialect.
Probably the people from Laghman, Alingar and Kunar
are able to converse with eachother.
The most convenient end most characteristic criterion
for distinguishing between the Pash. dialects is founded
on the treatment of groups of consonants containing an
r: tr, dr, kr, gr, p, br, mr, str.
On thie basis we can establish the following groups
of dialects l :

I. Western Group.
Characteristic of this group is the fact that groups
with a dental
r remain unchanged, and groups with
gutturals or labial8
r are treated in a different way.
The same ie the case in most Ka6r languages.
1) Sathu and Shutul: tr, *dr, kar, *gar, par, bar, ma?'1
itr, e. g. tra "3", p t r a "son", k ~ ~ i i ' m
"work", kuru
"shouting", prd- "to herd" (< Skr. p i r - with dissimilation), baro'i "brother". mufi' "dead", i,<tril Sh. idtiri S.
"woman"
This dialect has borrowed Pers. words to a much
greater extent than any of the others. This is the reaeon
why I did not meet with any word containing the groups
gr and dr. Inetead of *g*br.iim, which we should expect

+

+

' Cf. the accompanying map. The iaoglotts drawn are of Conroe
quite approximate.
Tn this chapter on Pauhni I shall employ the following ahbraviatione of the name8 of dialect^: ,9(Bth~),Rh(ntul), IxauyovHn), Ileh~T),
IakbEn), Q!zbTn), N(ajil), C(hHrhlgh),K(achflr i HPIH), hl(anga), Nir(lgm)l
W(ai~el),D(arra i Ntlr), Kun(ar), LSI.E(aet), LRI.W(e8t).

'

on the analogy of kurzim, a village is called de, and bandok
"rifle" is also used t o denote a bow, originally *drziniik.
The situation in S. and Sb. is thus very much the
same as in Kati, only the 1. in ba@'i is generally pronounced further back than the post-alveolar r' in Kati
brl$. But it has a less energetic flap than ordinary j., and
sometimes baro'i, kurzl'm are pronounced with r , in fact I
only heard prel- and kurzi.
2) 0zbin and mil. To this group belongs also
the dialect of Gonopal and Saigel, situated near N.,
which I only know from songs and single words given
by my informant from L. Here also tr, dr, str remain:
0. tra "3", putr "son", N. dr6nok "rainbow", 0. istri,
N. istari "woman". But kr, pr become s, and gr, b r
become 1: +om "work", sis "flea" (<*prusi-), savor "wound"
((prahara-), sok "palm of the hand" (cf. L. lak < *prak),
loma "village", N. lil "dew" (Kal. gril "met" cf. Sindhi
trer "dew": Kati treveli "wet"), Ziiy-orr, "my brother".
If, as I suppose, the point of departure was tr, dr
but "kr, gr etc. (with some kind of post-dental, "cerebral",
r, v. p. 41), we may assume that the 1. of kr, pr became
lateral and unvoiced: *kr > *kl, and as an unvoiced,
cerebral 1 was unknown in the ranpage, i t passed into
s, while g~ became gk, which was adapted to the ordinary
I known to the dialect.
3) Tagatc and Nijrau with the villages of Laurovan,
Ishpi, Iskyen etc. Here we find, as in 2), tra, putr,
dr@tGk, Itima "village" (in L. only used in poetry, and
felt to be a foreign word. The ordinary word is sath
< Skr. siirtha-. Notice that in L. knrman- "work" also
becomes lfint), lyeni "noon" (cf. Kh. granis), lay "brother",
lik ''dead" < *mriak < mrtuka-. But also kr, pr> *l becornea assimilated to the ordinary 1: lam "work", ia~tik
"fl~a",laur "wounded", lak "palm of the hand", Id- "to
herd" (5.prd-). Probably we also have an old kr in
lund "roof", 0. stinda-muli, East. Pash. 91qin, Ashk. kr'tcnt,
but S., Sh. kundtir, kzin9. I n a similar way we find L.,

' Par. phpr " ~ r n i n "seema to presuppoRe an enrlier L cerebral in Pash.

I., lsk. lupgali "mulberry", 0., N. siipgali, ~ p g a l i ,East.
Paah. Slupati etc. (<* kruggali < *krzcmkali < Skr. kramuka-), but S. k~ggnlz. Cf. the Kafiri words with a simple
k : Kati kanelik etc., Bashg. kumlik, Waig. kupalik, Ashk.
kumalik (Skr. kramuka-, cf. krumuka-, k y u k a - > "kurmka-li> kuggali- ; "kumraka- > *kumlaka- 3).

I

.Easter% Group.

Groups with dentals also are affected, tr, str become
91 and dr, etc. 1.
1) I n Charbagh there is perhaps still a, difference between a n ancient kr and tr. A t any rate I heard ?le
"3", pu9lem "my son", xupgali "mulberry", but also ?lam
"work". Unfortunately I only had an opportunity of noting down a few words in this dialect. I n the Charbagh
dialect of LSI. W. the word for work is written xtlam-a,
"wife" Alika, "son" puthle, and "3" h2e.
2) I n the remaining eastern dialects I did not notice
any difference in the treatment of tr, and of kr etc. E.
g. D. 91e "3"; Slekali "fireplace, tripod"; pu9liem "my
son"; yo4ldk "mosquito": 0. latrik; 91ekt3, Nir. Sli "wife"
(but Be.u'arek,"knife", Leech "shelt" <s'astra-?), 91Gm "work",
Slegali "mulberry" ; 91uc "flea" ; W. 9 k a r "wound" ; D.
91find'.<,K. W. Slanis "panther" < *prcZ?,i.Qa-(cf. Skr. mrgaraja-, pasupati- etc. "lion"). With voiced occlusives : Nir.
lzrvatek "bow": L. droniik; lei- "to see": Skr. djns-; liim
"village", hyum "my brother"; let& "dead"; S. le "mountain-goat": Skr. rnrya-. Cf. Leech "ligd" "tall": Skr.
c7irgha- > "drz,ggha-.
In this group the preceding dental did probably not
dentalize the original r. Thue t y and kr became, with

'I

think the sound written 81 really c o n ~ i ~ t eof
d a ~ h o r t9 find
an unvoiced
In Knn. the I mas in Rome caeca very faint, or not
heard at all, end in C. and W. t,he sound ~ e e m e dto he pronolinced
further hack, something like 46. Rut within the ~ h o r ttime I had the
opportunity of hearing them di~lecto,I was not ~ h l eto determine
with certainty the exact nature of the different vnl-iaties of the soulld.

C.

loss of occlusion 91, xl. When the 1 had been adapted
to the ordinary d e h t a j 1 of the Pash. phonetical system,
xl became 91 through x9E (cf. LSI. C. xtlam). The voiced
stops were assimilated with the I : dl.> *bl> 2.
The development of groups with r in this dialect is
very similar to that found in the neighbouring GB., where
tr, kr, pr become 91: 91s "3" ; Slap- "to run" : Psht. trapedal,
Ind. loan-word; putt "son"; Slam "work"; $la- "to beat":
*pa-da-; but gig& "wife"; plang-nam "goats": Pash. D.
etc. S h g "hegoat" < Skr. pranaka-; dr, gr become 1:
ligiilo "long", lam "village", lauga "he-goat": Waig. g r a d ,
but bliaia "brother".
I n Kohistani (Garwi), too, we find traces of a similar
development: tlii (Biddulph), thii (LSI.) "3"; lig "high";
lam "village", but j a 'brother". The other Kohistan dialects
agree more with Shina, in which tr, p r become q, and
dr, b r : j, whereas kr, g r are preserved.
~ r i e i s o n(LSI., I X , 4, p. 884) compares the development
in Pash. with that in Bhadrawahi (W. Pahari), where tr becomes tl, fhl (tliii "3"; tsethl "field" < hetra-), g r beconlea
dl, a1 (dlana- "to bind": Waig. grent;
'"village"), bltr,
ur become ah1 (ahla "brother" ; dhZedd "sheep" < *bhreac;7,
Skr. bhedra-; dhluhg "panther" < "vhrahg, Skr. vyaghra)
etc. It is very probable that the same factor, viz. the
peculiar character of Skr. r, underlies the development
in both places.
The groups of dialects established on the evidence of
the treatment of groups of consonants with r appear to
be well defined in other respects also.
I n the field of phonetics I, 1 is separated from I, 3
through the substitution of 6, 6 for ci (e. g. S. cdu "4": L.
car), and through the use of S. z,Sh. s for qlt in words
like S. xii, Sh. sa "6": L. cha; S. xir, Sh. sir "milk":
L. chir; S. zeluk, Sh. seluk "white": L. qhelak. As Sh. s
hecolnes x in S., so also does z become y : Sh. tiin, L. ?an
"standing": S. yun; Sh. azii "bull": S. ayul.

' The Pachnghani jargon has pagn = ' # a " 8 " ; ~ekiteknk= 'geldk
"white", but ccyazayayazd(!)= 'clyci "l)nll".

Within I, 3 the chief phonetic difference is the treatment of st, e. g. I. asta i"8", Isk. &ta, L. aZta.
I , 2, has 6 , ti like I, 1, but qh like I, 3." It is further
characterized by having
for 4: 6. dhi&n "smoke": L.
dktirn; 0. @am "wheat": L. gtim.
There is no phonetic trait, other than the treatment
of groups with r, which distinguishes the eastern group
as a whole from the western l. But passiug from 0. and
N. to C. we cross several important isoglotts, which taken
together form a marked boundary between the two main
groups of Pash. dialects. C. has a, not 6 (car "4"); it
has ti, not ;2 (grim "wheat" etc.), and i t has &ir bLmilk",
Zelek "white" (but I heard se "6") LSI. W . xe). And in
C. as well as in D. and K. y- is preserved in words like
yai "ll", Knn., W., Nir. and West. Pash. 2ai etc.
It is interesting to note that C. agrees in most cases
with D. and K., while Nir., which is not much higher up
the valley than K., and Kun., which is close to D., agree
with W. in several points, e. g. d for y;
i for ti, and
x, h for k(h). Examples of this transition are: C., D., I(.,
M.'kiir "ear": Kun. xdr, W. &?, Nir. ]biir; D. kuri "heel":
TV.burern "my heel", Nir. huri; D. kztnji, C. konci "elbow":
W. bmji, Nir. hunji (Skr. kaphoni-, Hindi konhi).
I could not hear any aspiration in these words in C.
etc. If it exiets, it is very faint. But West. Pash. certainly
possesses aspirated tennes: E. g. L. khar "donkey", khuri
"heel", ochcZ "shade", thng "thief", siifh "villrtge", tham
"I may be", p h d "fruit".
Aspirated mediae also exist; but the aspiration is 30
faint that it ie often difficult to catch, and I have noted
down several words as unaspirated which ought etymologically to possess an aspirate. I n some cases, however,
it appears that the aspiration has actually been lost, and
perhape it is really in a "statu evanescendi" which has
resulted temporarily in irregularities. E. g. in no dialect

<

c,

' In.Weat. Pash. we find 8. vaeiik, L. vasakata etc. ''c~lf''< vnt8n-;

"fish" < m a t q a : in Errst. P a ~ h .~'acula,mdc etc.; but cf. slgo
West. Paah. w "spring" << &a-.

ma8

was I able to detect the faintest aspiration in g6l.a "horse",
and the people always contended that there was no difference between go-?-aand go-lapg "bull". A slight aspiration
was to be heard e. g. in dhar '.hill" (dar "wood"), dhum
LLsm~ke'',
bhcm "earth", ghat "river".
In the eastern dialects of C., D., K. I heard no
aspiration, just as there is no trace of it in the specimens given in the LSI.
I n Nir. W. Kun. kh becomes, as mentioned above,
a spirant. Regarding the aspiration of mediae, I have
noted W. dhtium; dluir; but Nir. d i m , and also W. bunjil
"earthquake" (Shina l&at < bhzimicala-); gas "chopped
straw" : Skr. ghasa-. At any rate it is interesting that Pash. has, to some
extent, preserved the aspiration both of tenues and mediae.
This proves that the Dard disaspiration, apart from Kafiri,
is a secondary development.
K., Nir., W., and probably Kun., have s for ancient
: K. sarai "autumn", Nir., W . sarali: D. darali; K.,
Nir., W . sarnek "black" : C. .i.u,nek; K . s&ak "red", Nir.
sdttek, W. sonek "red": D., C . kilaek.
Mention may also be made of the fact that in the
easternmost dialects, such as D. and W., an intervocalic
g turns into y (e. g. D. vayan, W. viiyagz "wind": Nir.
viigen, K. v g a n < "z~iita-gandha-3,cf. Khow. gan "wind"),
and -d- into -b- (W. sebal "cold": Nir. sedal).
There are also other points of difference between the
Pash. dialects; but thoae already mentioned will suffice
to denlonstrate how important are the phonetic divergences within this language. The accornpn~~yingmap
shows the distribution of some of the phonetic features,
as far as they can be ascertained from the scanty materiale available.
They a t least permit us to determine the position of
the dialects heated in older vocabularies. I cannot here
enter upon a discussion of the details which reveal the
character of the dialects in question, but ahall only sun1
up the results:

Ravertj's Kohistani dialect (JASB., XXXIII, pp. 272 ff.)
agrees fairly well with Sh., and the same is the case
with Burnes' Pushye (Cabool, p. 383). Raverty's Pashai
belongs to East. Pash., and i t can be proved that its
home must be in the lower Kunar valley, somewhere
between the villages of Kunar and Kalatak, the place
from which comes the LSI. E. Also the dialect described
by Leech (JASB., 1838), and the Kunar words given by
Trumpp (ZDMG., 20, p. 418) belong to this part of the
Kunar valley.
If we turn to the morphology and the vocabulary,
we find a marked distinction between the Eastern and
Western groups. A list of some characteristic forlns of
the numerals will make this evident:

"3" L. tra, S. tra
"5" 2 panja
"6" B qha, S. xa
((7'' s suta
"8" 3 d t a , S. asta
"9" B nau, B nava

: D. 9Ze
: B panj
: B se
: B sat
: s asf
: B no

" 1 0 L. daya, S. da :D. dE
"16" qhui, B xui: n stir
))

"17" B satti
: 2 sat@
LL1~"
B aZti,
S. asti: astu
"19" D navi
: B nau,
K. nnzf2.

The pronouns are also different. E. g. the demonstrative el& "this" is only known in East. Pash. (noted
in D. and Nir.), while West. Pash. has L. ae(m), 9. ya(m),
N. ye.
The pers. pron. 2 pl. is emu (LSI. hima) in the east,
but in the west generally mya etc. S. and Sh. have a
strange form M , which reminds us of Kal. obl. mimi,
while myu recalls Pras. mizj.
Other local variations in the use of the pronouns are
e. g. the employment of the 1 sg. obl., N. mti, W. mum
for the nom. (Z "I", S., N., 0. mo, mu, instead of mam
"me, by me", and in the same dialects gen. mau, tau for
rnazna, tiiina (East. Pash. whir, t&j) "mine", "thine".
I n 1, 3 the present b a ~ eof the verbs is formed with
g, e. g. L. hag-g-em "I am beating", iii-gy-urn "I Rm
eating", ka-g-um "I am doing" (pres. indefin. han-ant,
n!!-am, kar-am). In East. Pash. we likewiee find a guttural :

Nir. iiigam, D. iiakam, W. aganz "I am eating"; Nir.
kagam, C. kiiakanz "I am doing". This form must be
derived from a verbal noun in -akaI n I, 1, 2 the formative element of the present is t:
e. g. S. han-t-im, 26-t-im, ka-t-iinam, Sh. hantim, z'etoyenz,
katoyem, 0. hantayem, Eaitaenz, N. ietaym. Probably we
have here the present part. in -nt. Ordinarily -nt- becomes -nd-; but i t is quite possible t h a t e. g. "hanantu-,
"karanta-, contracted a t a n early date into *hannta-, karnta-,
might result in hanta-, kata-, nt being treated in a special
way in these combinations. Cf. the preservation of the
t in vast "20" < "visati-, but ciirviyc "80" <catur- (3)v i ~ Gti-.
I n L. the present is inflected in the following way:
ha pgam, haggyai, hapga, ha pgas, hapgy ai, ha pgan. The
endings of the sg. and of the 3 pl. are similar in all
dialects, and can easily be explained. (The intervocalic
s in 2 sg. would regularly be lost).
But in the 1 pl. 0. has -6es, and S., Sh. -nz's (Eetaz's,
ietoaZs), before a vocalic suffix -anz-(hantlanz-i "we shall
beat thee"). This suffix forms the link between Pash.,
Khow. etc. -as,and Kati -amii, Pras. -mi-.
I n N. -en is also employed for the 1 pl. present, while
in other dialects i t is used only in the past tenses, as is
natural in view of its origin in an enclitic pronoun, Skr.
na?l. (In the same way -u < %)ahis used in 2 pl. of the
past tenses).
Finally Isk. has -0 (tazgyayo), probably connected with
the -4 of S. imperative karaii "let us do", gaaeti "let
US go".
I suppose this to be originally a dual form,
1 . a . I n L. this form appears t o be used only in
gcr?(u)o "let us go I"; in other verbs we find the ancient
secondary suffix oE 1 pl., e. g. knrnma "let us do".
The 2 pl. also presents difficulties. L. and Nir. -ai (Nir.
~ m f initmi "you sit down"), and Nir., D. -0 (Nir. ayago,
I). iiako "you are eating", may be explained as from
-atha (or -ai perhaps from *-atha&, remodelled on -amrrsi,
cf. - a i < -asi?). But in LSI. we find hnncda "you are
bestingu, cf. S. imper. hnnaida "beat you", L. hannta,

and in I., Isk. this termination is also used in the present (iciigyat "you are eating"). It seems difficult to
separate this t, d from the old imper. 2 pl. in -ta; but
the comparison is only possible if we admit the possibility af a special treatment of a n intervocalic t in this
case. It generally disappears (e. g. lay "brother" < bhrati,
hapga < "hanakaati etc.), but we also have Nir.
sedal "cold": Skr. sitala, Kati &!a, GB. ialah, but Shina,
iiddlii, Torwalak iidzcl. It seems possible that its morphological importance may have saved the t in the suffix
of the 2 pl.
Still more difficult t o explain is the suffix used in I,
1, 2, e. g. S. hantunda "you are beating", Sh. iitunda,
0. iait&da, N. iittinde. I am at loss to ~uggest any
derivation of this form, which is as mysterious as the
Par. 2 pl. in -r, and the Khow. in -mi. It looks as if
the 2 pl. which in the course of phonetic development
was likely t o clash with the 3 sg., succumbed to this
more vigorous and more frequently used form, and had
t o find expression in some new way.
I have discussed the dialectal variations of Pash. at
some length in order t o ehow that, although it must
decidedly be considered as one language, there are few
phonetic or morphological features common to all its
dialects. I n fact, the phonetic system of East. Pash.
has more in common with t h a t of GB. than with that
of S.
W h a t chiefly entitles Pash. t o be called one language, in spite of the phonetic differences, is the cornparative unity of the vocabulary, a t least in so far a9 it
has not completely succumbed to Pere. influence. While
L. still showe some restraint in its borrowing, S. has
lost all self-reepect, and adopts Pers. words quite freely,
rep~rdlessof necessity. Even the names of the parts of
the body are to a great extent of Pers. origin in 5.
Another feature which is very characteristic of Pa9h.j
and which is not, so far as I know, found in any of
the neighbonring languages, is the exteneive use of pro-
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nominal snffixes denoting the object and appended to
the verb.
E. g. in L. we find haggam "I am beating", hanam
"I (shall) beat", but hagg-2-am "I am beating thee",
hanam-i "I (shall) beat thee".
Here also the dialects
differ, both in regard to the employment of these ~ u f fixes, and as to their position. I n S. I never heard
these suffixes used with the present; they said tode hantim
"I am beating thee", but hanvam-i "I shall beat thee".
In D. I heard taregam-i "I am seeing thee", with the
objective suffix placed after the subjective (originally the
auxiliary). The reason why Pash. alone has developecl
this system, remains a matter of speculation.
A glance a t the map shows that liuguistic unity cannot have been developed in the territory at present inhabited by the Pashais, the long, narrow strip of land
stretching across the side valleys of t.he Kabul River
from Gulbahar to Waigel. We must suppose that the
Pashais, as their own traditions relate, once occupied the
whole of the upper and middle Kabul Valley, and t h a t
they have gradually been driven back into the mountain
valleys, the seclusion of which has favoured the development of dialectal varieties. And the position of the isolated Par. colonies in Nijrau and Tagau, which are completely embedded in Pash., renders i t probable that this
latter language has expanded westward over originally
Ir. territory; but the linguistic facts, while indicating
the movement of tribes, give us no key to the exact time
when they took place.
Still, a systematic study of the decaying languages
of north-eastern Afghanistan would be eure to produce
intereating results, not only in regard to Indo-lr. and
general linguistics, but also in regard to the complicated
record of this borderland, which has played such an important r61e in the history of Asiatic migrations and of
the cross-currents of civilization, flowing between the
East and the West.

NOTATION O F SOUNDS.
I have tried, aa far as possible, to employ a uniform
system of notation and transcription; but it has not been
easy to find one which suits all the languages quoted,
and which a t the same time conforms with the traditional
transcription used in Indian and Iranian. It also was
necessary to take typographical considerations. I n the
main I have adopted the Indian system:
c, j denote the palatal affricates (ti, dk), also in Ir.;
c, j the corresponding retracted varieties. Consequently
the dental affricates are written ts, dz.
S is used for the Skr. palatal sibilant. In the Dard
languages I write s', even when the sound is more or less
palatal, as I have to write s' on the Ir. side. s is the
retracted variety.
t etc. denote retracted sounds, generally post-alveolar,
and not the "cerebrale" described by Skr. grammarians.
For practical reasons, however, 1 have to call this series
"ce~ebrals".
to is the semi-vowel; but v is employed both for the
bi-labial and lrtbio-dental sound, with regard to which we
often find variation from dialect to dialect. E. g. Khow.,
Kafiri, Pash. Satha have a bilabial sound, but Pash.
Lrturovan a lsbio-dental. The Psht. 2, is generally bilabial,
sometimee sliglltly rounded. cp ie bilabial.
h is the Arabic ba, or the Skr. 'visarga.
d is always long.
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